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Preface 

Following an exceptionally wet month of November 2015, severe flooding occurred in many parts of 

the country as a result of a series of Atlantic Storms beginning on 4 December 2015 with Storm 

Desmond. Further significant and extensive flooding occurred in the wake of Storm Eva that 

impacted the country on 23 December. This flooding primarily affected the midlands and west of the 

country. The heavy rainfall associated with this storm exacerbated existing flooding and gave rise to 

serious flooding in parts of the country that had previously escaped relatively unscathed. With the 

ground fully saturated and with no capacity to absorb any more water, rivers and streams around 

the country swelled and overtopped their banks. Surface water flooding due to pluvial factors i.e. 

resulting directly from intense and prolonged rainfall also occurred. 

 

Storm Frank on 29 December brought yet more rain with the worst of the resultant flooding 

occurring in the South East with Carlow, Kilkenny, Waterford and Wexford seriously affected. 

Graignamanagh was flooded twice in four days and the Quays and other parts of Enniscorthy were 

inundated when the River Slaney broke its banks.  

 

In the case of the River Shannon, the continued and sustained rainfall worsened already severe 

flooding along that river and its tributaries, flooding a number of homes and leaving many others cut 

off as roads became submerged.  The huge volumes of water discharged through the extensive 

Shannon catchment caused flooding in the lower reaches also, below the Parteen Weir.   

 

Rainfall over the period was 189% of normal, making it the wettest winter ever recorded.  Met 

Éireann measured 602mm total average rainfall for the country during this time.  

 

This Report describes the meteorological and hydrological characteristics of the period and reviews 

the impact of the storms on the communities involved. It describes the preparedness and the 

response of the State Agencies to the severe weather events. The report also details the recovery 

measures that were put in place by Government to deal with the aftermath of the flooding. 

 

This report is prepared by the National Directorate for Fire and Emergency Management, a section 

of the Department of Housing, Planning, Community and Local Government. The Department is the 

Lead Government Department for the response to severe weather events and flooding.   

 

The Department wishes to acknowledge the input to the preparation of this report from a range of 

organisations and Departments, including Met Éireann, Local Authorities and the Local Government 

Management Agency, Department of Defence, Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport and its 

agencies, Department of Communications, Climate Action & Environment and its agencies, in 

particular the ESB, Department of Social Protection, Department of Public Expenditure and Reform 

and Office of Public Works, and Irish Water. 
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Executive Summary 

This is a Review Report on the response to the severe flooding that affected many parts of the 

country during winter 2015-2016. The exceptional and in some areas record breaking rainfall that 

caused some of the worst flooding in Irelands history began in November 2015 and continued right 

up until early January 2016. This weather was punctuated by a series of Atlantic Storms including 

Storms Desmond, Eva and Frank. Rainfall totals over the period were 189% of normal, making it the 

wettest winter ever recorded.  

The worst affected areas were the west, southwest and the areas along the Shannon and its 

tributaries and later the South East. Homes and businesses were flooded, transport links severely 

impacted and disruption was caused to everyday life for people in large swathes of the country. One 

of the most notable aspects of this severe weather emergency was its longevity, with flooding 

persisting in some areas into March 2016 and indeed longer the turlough regions of South Galway.  

This report describes the meteorological and hydrological conditions that led to the flooding. It 

details the various impacts and effects of the flooding and sets out the responses made by the 

relevant state agencies as well as community and voluntary bodies. The flooding presented an 

enormous challenge to the response agencies and the appropriate apparatus of state was mobilised. 

The report examines the preparedness measures in place for such events and the coordination and 

effectiveness of those responses. The intention of the report is to draw together the learning points 

from the response activities and set out a series of recommendations to improve the preparedness 

and response to future emergencies. Many of these recommendations have been implemented.  

 

Impacts 

The most acute and visible impacts of the flooding were to homes and businesses that were 

damaged by floodwaters and others that were cut off for extended periods of time. Transport 

infrastructure was severely disrupted and extensive damage was caused principally to the roads 

network. Large areas of farmland were flooded impacting on agricultural activity and raising animal 

welfare concerns.  

 

National Response 

The Department of Housing, Planning, Community and Local Government which is the Lead 

Government Department for the response to severe weather emergencies, prepared this report.  

The OPW has the central role in flood preparedness and mitigation measures in its role as the Lead 

State Agency for flood prevention and flood mitigation.  In examining the response the report 

concludes that the Lead Government Department model worked effectively for the management of 

this emergency at national level. The National Level response was activated on 3 December 2015 in 

anticipation of the impact of Storm Desmond on 4 December, with the convening of a National 
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Emergency Coordination Group. The National Emergency Coordination Group met daily until 15 

January 2016 to bring a “whole of Government” response to bear in dealing with the crisis. 

 

Local Response 

The severe weather protocols in place in all the Principal Response Agencies (PRAs) and underpinned 

by the Framework for Major Emergency Management are also considered to have worked 

effectively at a local level. The ESB manages several major river catchments that were affected by 

flooding and worked closely with the local authorities to enable them to respond in a timely manner 

to areas at risk. Notwithstanding the effectiveness of the response, it is intended that the 

Framework for Major Emergency Management will be reviewed to further enhance inter-agency co-

operation in emergency response related activities. It is intended that the aspect of the community 

and voluntary sector in building resilience to major emergencies will be expanded into this review of 

the Framework. 

On a local level as the emergency unfolded and its protracted nature became apparent the response 

was assisted by the Defence Forces and a range of voluntary emergency services including Civil 

Defence, Irish Red Cross and Mountain Rescue. Communities and individuals worked together with 

the PRAs, demonstrating remarkable resilience and resourcefulness to further bolster the response 

effort. In all, fewer properties were flooded than during the last severe flooding event in 2009 

despite water levels being higher in a number of locations. It is concluded that the local response 

was, in many cases, effective over extended periods. 

 

Support for Those Affected 

The Department of Social Protection activated a Humanitarian Assistance Scheme that provided vital 

material supports to flooded householders. In recognition of the impact of the flooding on the 

business community, an Emergency Humanitarian Scheme for Small Businesses was arranged and 

was operated by the Irish Red Cross, while the Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine 

operated a range of assistance measures for the farming community. These assistance measures 

together provided a suite of supports to the sectors most affected by flooding and the report 

recommends that pre-arranged assistance measures should be developed that can be activated 

quickly in the event of any future emergency. It is considered that the existing Department of Social 

Protection Humanitarian Assistance Scheme and the Department of Agriculture, Food and the 

Marine scheme could be used as a template for the operation of other schemes.   

 

Clean-up and Recovery 

When the flood waters receded an appraisal of infrastructural damage was undertaken and 

concluded that the total cost was in the order of €106m principally damage to the roads network. 
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Funding of €18m was made available by the Department of Housing, Planning, Community and Local 

Government to assist local authorities in meeting additional/unbudgeted exceptional costs 

associated with the very protracted flooding response and post flooding clean-up. The OPW 

operates a Capital Programme for major flood relief works that has seen €348m spent on 37 major 

flood defence schemes since 1996 resulting in 7,000 properties receiving flood protection. These 

flood defences proved to be very effective where they have been constructed with flooding 

prevented in locations previously at risk of flooding including Clonmel and Kilkenny. The 

Government has committed to increase expenditure for flood relief activities to €430m from 2016 – 

2022. 

The reports key conclusions and recommendations are summarised at Chapters 7 and 8 respectively.  
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1. The Meteorological Background 

 

The meteorological winter (defined as December/January/February) of 2015/2016 will be 

remembered as another exceptional winter across Ireland, with many climate records broken and 

high impact weather events causing considerable disruption from flooding in particular, but also 

from high winds. A succession of winter storms tracked across the country, bringing persistent and, 

in places, record-breaking rainfall, most notably from Storm Desmond on 4th-6th December. 

Records were set for both monthly and seasonal rainfall accumulations widely across Ireland. The 

rain in early winter followed a notably wet November so this analysis also includes November. 

  

In September 2015, the UK Met Office and Met Éireann announced a pilot project to provide names 

for wind storms that were forecast to potentially cause substantial impacts over the land territory of 

the UK and/or Ireland. The purpose of the project was to better communicate, in unison, the 

approach of severe weather to the public, to media partners and to other government agencies. The 

overall aim was to help raise awareness of impending severe weather and thus improve the safety of 

the public.  

 

Within this analysis all the named storms (Abigail to Imogen; the names given to the storms in 

chronological order follow a first-letter alphabetical sequence) that affected Ireland over the period 

November to February are described. Of the final eleven named storms (the storm-naming scheme 

ran to May 1st 2016), six occurred during meteorological winter 2015/2016, that is from Storm 

Desmond to Storm Imogen.  

 

The naming of storms does not imply that any individual storm was outside the range of what might 

be considered climatological expectation. It should also be noted that the storm naming was based 

on the forecast of the likelihood of disruptive impact from high winds, for which the wind thresholds 

vary with place and time of day.  

 

Figure 1 derives from some new research in Met Éireann that calculates an average of precipitation 

for the whole island of Ireland for each winter season (Dec/Jan/Feb) since 1850, using all available 

reliable records to help construct the time-series. The record shows that, for most years, the 

precipitation for these three months lay between 200mm and 400mm, with the average about 

318mm.  
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Figure 1: Time series spanning winter 1850/51 to 2015/16 of winter rainfall from the Island of 

Ireland precipitation series (Noone et al. 2015). 

 

The winter season just past recorded a total of 602mm, or 189% of normal; it was the wettest winter 

on record. This figure would be a stark outlier were it not for the fact that two winters previously 

(2013/2014) the total came in at 550mm, or 173% of normal. The winters of 2013/2014 and 

2015/2016 are the only winters that have recorded average winter rainfall in excess of 500 mm, 

although two winter seasons in the mid-1990’s came close. Recall that this represents an average of 

rainfall over the whole country. To give some context, a rainfall amount of 500mm over the three 

months represents a total volume of water of 42.210 km3 falling on the island, to be passed through 

the rivers and lakes and ultimately be flushed out to sea. 

  

https://paperpile.com/c/YYIzie/Wtpi
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In Figure 2, the anomalies in rainfall for each winter month (based on the long-term average of 

1981-2010) are illustrated, together with the anomaly for the entire three-month period (anything 

shaded in blue represents above-normal). Clearly the majority of the damage, as it were, was done 

in December with exceptional rainfall anomalies across much of Munster, parts of south Leinster, 

and parts of Connacht.  

 

 

  

 

  

 

Figure 2: Winter rainfall anomalies as % of 1981 - 2010 long term average. 
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Figure 3 plots the accumulation of rainfall through the winter season for a small selection of 

locations which are primarily in the regions which suffered the heaviest rainfall.  

 

 

                              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Rainfall accumulation from 1st November 2015 to 29 February 2016 at selected rain 

gauges in Ireland: Dungarvan (Waterford), Cloone Lake (Kerry), Keenagh Beg (Mayo) Glenmacnass 

(Wicklow) Carron (Clare).  

 

1981 - 2010 Long term averages (LTA) for the Nov-Feb period are provided in the legend. 
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Month-by-Month account of the weather of Winter 2015/2016 

A more detailed account of the weather statistics for the four months from November 2015 through 

to February 2016 follows, with a particular focus on the rainfall in December. The named storms are 

noted and their principal meteorological consequences described. 

 

November  

While October had been a relatively dry month, November 2015 was wet with rainfall averaging 

between 130% and 190% across Met Éireann’s network of weather stations. Thus a pattern of 

unsettled, wet weather was already well established before the start of December. The first of the 

named storms, Abigail, passed to the north of Ireland and Scotland through November the 12th and 

13th. Storm Barney occurred on 16th to 18th. Storm Clodagh at the end of the month saw further 

heavy rain and winds. A wind gust of 69 knots (127 km/h) at Shannon Airport (Co. Clare) on the 17th 

associated with Storm Barney was the highest November gust recorded in the station’s 70-year 

history. Fourteen days of the month recorded maximum gust speeds in excess of 50 knots (93 km/h). 

For Ireland it was also the third warmest November in a series from 1900. Parts of midlands, western 

and northern areas of Ireland recorded over twice their average November rainfall.  

 

December 

December was the wettest December over Ireland in a time series since 1850, with the greatest 

anomalies in the south and southwest. A highly significant storm system affected Ireland and the UK 

from 4th to 6th December . The National Emergency Coordination Group on Severe Weather met on 

Thursday Dec 3rd (which was in itself a very wet day in the east) in anticipation, on foot of early 

notification from Met Éireann and also from the European Flood Awareness System (EFAS). Red 

status rainfall warnings were issued by Met Éireann on Friday 4th when the system was formally 

named as Storm Desmond. Dec 5th brought prolonged and intense rain to Connacht and Donegal in 

particular, with rainfall persisting for 36 hours in some places. The storm centre tracked to the north 

of Scotland but brought in its wake an exceptionally mild and moist air mass which was associated 

with a very slow moving trailing weather front. It was this front that brought persistent rainfall 

across southern Scotland, north-west England and parts of Ireland.  

 

Rainfall continued at more typical levels for the next six days, but exactly one week later, on Dec 

12th, further very heavy rain was widespread across the country. There followed another week of 

more “normal” rainfall but through the Christmas period, from Dec 21st through to the 26th, 

significant falls of rain were recorded each day, with about 25mm per day in the south and 

southwest (Storm Eva). With a brief respite on Dec 27th, more heavy rain followed on the 28th, 29th 

and 30th (Storm Frank). In general through the first half of the month the heaviest rain was over the 

west and northwest of the country; for the second half of December it was the south and southwest 

which suffered the heaviest falls.  
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Five stations in counties Cork and Kerry broke the previous record monthly accumulation of 790 

mm, with the new record of 943.5 mm occurring at Gernapeka, County Cork. The highest daily (09-

09 UTC) rainfall accumulation in Ireland was 165 mm at Keenagh Beg in county Mayo; the gauge at 

Leenane (Galway) recorded the highest 48hr total of 259.7 mm, which is the highest two-day total 

on record in the Irish digital database (which dates from 1941).  

 

The plots below help to put this level of rainfall into context. These are plots of the accumulation of 

rainfall in two locations; Cork Airport and Knock Airport. The blue histograms represent the 

accumulated rainfall from Dec 1st 2015 to January 4th 2016 at each of the locations. The green line 

represents the accumulations expected over an average winter period. In both cases the December 

accumulation is two to three times the average for the month, and in Cork the average winter 

accumulation (for all three months) has already been well exceeded by January 4th.  

 

 

 
Figure 4: Accumulated rainfall from December 1 2015 to January 4 2016 

 

December was also exceptionally warm in many places; Dublin (Phoenix Park) recorded its warmest 

December in a series back to 1855.  

 

The strongest winds of the named storms affecting Ireland occurred during Storm Frank on 30th 

December with 10-min mean (sustained) winds of 55 knots (102 km/h) and during Storm Eva with a 

gust of 73 knots (135 km/h) at Belmullet (County Mayo). It was a dull month in the south and 

southwest of Ireland with the climate station at Sherkin Island (Cork) recording a total of just 2.8hrs 

sunshine for the entire month, a record low value. 
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January 

A number of rain gauges across Ireland, including those in Cork and Dublin, also reported their 

wettest January in 20 to 40 years with nearly half the total for the month falling in just two days, the 

5th and the 9th. A spell of colder and generally drier weather did manage to take hold as the flow 

became northerly for a time in the middle of the month. The strongest storm of the month affecting 

Ireland was Storm Gertrude on 29th January with 10-min mean (sustained) winds of 53 knots (98 

km/h) and gust of 70 knots (130 km/h) at Malin Head (County Donegal). Milder conditions returned 

though and although January temperatures were closer to average than the preceding months they 

remained widely 1oC to 2oC above average. 

 

February 

The first half of February remained unsettled and in a west to south-westerly flow. Shortly after 

Storm Gertrude the centre of Storm Henry clipped the north of Scotland overnight of 1st into 2nd 

February, but Storm Imogen on the 7th was the most significant storm of the month with 10-min 

mean (sustained) winds of 54 knots (100 km/h or 62 mph) and gust of 73 knots (135 km/h or 84 

mph) at Sherkin Island (County Cork). Imogen took a more southerly track compared to some other 

storms of the season. However by mid-month it turned generally colder, drier and sunnier.  

Southwest Ireland recorded the highest rainfall anomalies of the month, with some locations 

recording twice their long term average, Carron (Clare) recorded 265mm (223 % of average), and 

Ballymacoda (Cork) recorded 186.9 mm (253% of average).  
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Stormy periods over the past winter 

In terms of an overview of storminess, Figure 5 plots the number of days in each of the last 31 

winters when storm-force winds were recorded (starting with the most recent winter). The winter 

was not exceptional in this regard; on average we would expect about four such winters per decade. 

 

Storm Day Analysis 

 

Figure 5: shows a count of the number of ‘Storm Days’. The winter of 2015/2016 while notably 

stormy was not as stormy as the winter of 2013/2014. 
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Maximum recorded gust speeds for each of the named storms in the winter period are presented in 

Table 1 

 

Name Max Gust 

(Knots) 

Location Date 

Abigail 65 Belmullet (Mayo) 12-Nov 

Barney 69 Shannon Airport (Clare) 17-Nov 

Clodagh 65 Finner (Donegal) 29-Nov 

Desmond 64 Mace Head (Galway) 04-Dec 

Eva 73 Belmullet (Mayo) 23-Dec 

Frank 72 Sherkin Island (Cork) 30-Dec 

Gertrude 70 Malin Head (Donegal) 29-Jan 

Henry 70 Malin Head (Donegal) 01-Feb 

Imogen 73 Sherkin Island (Cork) 08-Feb 

 

Table 1: Recorded maximum wind gusts (knots) for Ireland for each of the named storms 

 

Conclusions 

 Winter 2015/2016 was the wettest winter ever recorded in Ireland with rainfall totals at 

189% of normal. 

 Public information in terms of the issuing of severe weather warnings and these warnings 

being heeded by the public was regarded as successful. The new storm naming system is 

considered to have greatly assisted in further raising public awareness and improving public 

safety.  

 

Recommendations 

 Met Éireann colour coded weather warning system, while very effective from a public 

information perspective in raising awareness of severe weather, might be further developed 

to provide more detailed and accurate information for public bodies and public service 

providers, for example transport operators. 
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2. The Hydrological Background 

 

During the winter of 2015/2016, Ireland experienced exceptional and widespread flooding. All Met 

Éireann synoptic weather stations reported rainfall amounts that were well above their Long Term 

Average (LTA) for December and most reported double or triple their normal rainfall for the month. 

Wettest conditions were in County Cork where nearly all stations reported over 300% of LTA.  Other 

counties with more than 240% of LTA in December included: Carlow, Westmeath, Mayo, Cavan, 

Dublin, Wexford, Galway and Roscommon.  

 

Six storms also affected Ireland in November and December: Abigail on 12 November, Barney on 17 

November, Clodagh on 29 November, Desmond on 4/5 December, Eva on 23 December and Frank 

on 29/30 December. The most significant of these for flooding were Abigail, Desmond and Frank. 

 

Some of the largest flood events occurred between 6 and 13 December, mainly in the West and 

North-west of the country. In other areas, the largest events occurred between 29 December and 5 

January. Many OPW surface water gauging stations in Ireland registered their highest levels on 

record during these periods.  

 

The floods of winter 2015/2016 were believed by many to be the worst on record. To assess this 

further, a reference network of 75 water level gauges in Ireland was examined to see where flood 

levels exceeded their highest on record. The constituent gauging stations in the reference network 

were chosen because of the quality of data at those sites, and also because of the uniform spatial 

distribution of the gauges. The first flood events of the winter 2015/2016 period were witnessed in 

the North-West on 15 November 2015 and the last flood peaks occurred on 5 January 2016 along 

the middle and lower Shannon. As a result, the country was in a state of sustained flood emergency 

for almost two months.  

 

Highest Recorded Levels on the Reference Network 

The following tables illustrate the water levels to Ordnance Datum (mOD) recorded at the 75 

gauging stations around the country. In total, 37 of these stations (representing half of the stations) 

in the network registered their highest flood on record during the Winter of 2015/2016. These large 

events were not confined to one area, but were spread uniformly across the country. The locations 

where the highest floods on record occurred are shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2: OPW Gauges that Recorded their Highest Water Level on Record 

Station 

No. 
Station Name River County Date 

Peak Level 

Recorded 

[mOD]* 

39001 New Mills Swilly Donegal 15/11/2015 23.08 

35028 
New Bridge 

Manorhamilton 
Bonet Leitrim 15/11/2015 53.24 

23012 Ballymullen Lee  Kerry 05/12/2015 6.72 

34007 Ballycarroon Deel (Crossmolina) Mayo 05/12/2015 26.53 

22016 Old Weir Bridge Long Range Kerry 05/12/2015 25.16 

35002 Billa Bridge Owenbeg Sligo 05/12/2015 49.76 

01041 Sandy Mills Deele Donegal 05/12/2015 10.44 

35005 Ballysadare Ballysadare Sligo 06/12/2015 24.85 

26001 Ballinamore Shiven Galway 06/12/2015 50.74 

35071 Lareen Lough Melvin Leitrim 06/12/2015 30.49 

29007 Craughwell Dunkellin Galway 06/12/2015 22.46 

22035 Laune Bridge Laune Kerry 06/12/2015 22.75 

30005 Foxhill Robe Mayo 07/12/2015 31.94 

34001 Rahans Moy Mayo 07/12/2015 5.45 

30007 Ballygaddy Clare Galway 07/12/2015 35.26 

35001 Ballynacarrow Owenmore Sligo 07/12/2015 57.03 

34083 Corryosla Lough Conn Mayo 10/12/2015 14.10 

25001 Annacotty Mulkear Limerick 12/12/2015 14.30 

22009 White Bridge Deenagh (Laune) Kerry 29/12/2015 24.39 

18055 Mallow Railway Bridge Munster Blackwater Cork 30/12/2015 50.14 

18107 Fermoy Bridge d/s Munster Blackwater Cork 30/12/2015 26.63 

15002 John's Bridge Nore Kilkenny 30/12/2015 46.32 

16011 Clonmel Suir Tipperary 30/12/2015 20.92 

15006 Brownsbarn Nore Kilkenny 30/12/2015 11.21 

16062 Carrick-on-Suir Suir estuary Tipperary 30/12/2015 6.21 

14001 Carlow Barrow Carlow 30/12/2015 49.30 

14029 Graiguenamanagh u/s Barrow Carlow 30/12/2015 14.49 

26021 Ballymahon Inny Longford 30/12/2015 47.36 

18002 Ballyduff Munster Blackwater Waterford 31/12/2015 13.97 

30084 Cong Pier Lough Corrib Mayo 31/12/2015 9.97 

07001 Tremblestown Tremblestown Meath 31/12/2015 60.49 

25006 Ferbane Brosna Offaly 02/01/2016 45.41 

25056 Meelick Weir U/S Shannon Offaly 04/01/2016 36.21 

25017 Banagher Shannon Offaly 05/01/2016 37.64 

26027 Athlone Shannon Westmeath 05/01/2016 39.12 

26028 Shannonbridge Shannon Offaly 05/01/2016 38.77 

26088 Hodson's Bay Lough Ree Roscommon 05/01/2016 39.77 

*Levels rounded to 2-decimal places 
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Second Highest Recorded Levels on the Reference Network 

The reference network was also examined to identify the locations that recorded their second 

highest levels on record. There were twenty-three of these stations (a third of the network) that 

registered their second highest flood on record during winter 2015/2016. As was the case with the 

highest levels on record, these were spread uniformly across the country. The locations where these 

second highest floods on record occurred are shown in Table 3. 

 

Table 3:  OPW Gauges that Recorded their Second Highest Water Level on Record 

Station 

No. 
Station Name River County Date 

Peak Level 

Recorded 

[mOD]* 

27001 
Inch Bridge 

(Claureen) 
Claureen Clare 05/12/2015 14.07 

38001 Clonconwal Owenea Donegal 05/12/2015 29.52 

03058 Cappog Bridge Blackwater  Monaghan 05/12/2015 61.04 

26007 Bellagill Suck Roscommon 07/12/2015 43.19 

29004 Clarinbridge Clarinbridge Galway 08/12/2015 6.87 

26108 Boyle Abbey Bridge 
Boyle (upper 

Shannon) 
Roscommon 10/12/2015 52.93 

26074 Blackrock Lock Lough Allen Leitrim 10/12/2015 50.59 

25309 Clonsingle Bridge Annagh Tipperary 12/12/2015 37.84 

25004 New Bridge Bilboa Limerick 12/12/2015 51.80 

25308 Waterpark Bridge Newport Limerick 12/12/2015 36.61 

27066 Ennis Bridge Fergus estuary Clare 12/12/2015 6.25 

25012 Groody Bridge Groody Limerick 13/12/2015 9.00 

27002 Ballycorey Fergus Clare 13/12/2015 9.53 

26324 Carrick-on-Shannon Shannon Leitrim 13/12/2015 45.02 

18003 Killavullen Munster Blackwater Cork 30/12/2015 41.69 

20001 Bandon Bandon Cork 30/12/2015 17.43 

20002 Curranure Bandon Cork 30/12/2015 9.83 

12002 Enniscorthy Slaney Wexford 30/12/2015 7.21 

07010 Liscartan Blackwater (Kells) Meath 31/12/2015 41.09 

36010 Butler's Bridge Annalee (Erne) Cavan 31/12/2015 53.80 

14018 Royal Oak Barrow Carlow 31/12/2015 36.84 

36019 Belturbet Erne Cavan 02/01/2016 49.51 

14019 Levitstown Barrow Kildare 03/01/2016 53.64 

*Levels rounded to 2-decimal places 
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Third Highest Recorded Levels on the Reference Network 

The reference network was further examined to identify the locations that recorded their third 

highest levels on record. Twelve of these stations (a sixth of the network) registered their third 

highest flood on record during winter 2015/2016. The locations where these occurred are shown in 

Table 4. 

 

Table 4:  OPW Gauges that Recorded their Third Highest Water Level on Record 

Station 

No. 
Station Name River County Date 

Peak Level 

Recorded [mOD] 

01043 Ballybofey Finn Donegal 15/11/2015 21.75 

01042 Dreenan Finn Donegal 05/12/2015 19.01 

22006 Flesk Bridge Flesk (Laune) Kerry 05/12/2015 27.24 

03055 Glaslough Mountain Water Monaghan 05/12/2015 39.00 

28001 Ennistymon Inagh Clare 06/12/2015 22.24 

35011 Dromahair Bonet Leitrim 06/12/2015 25.13 

26008 Johnston's Bridge 
Rinn (upper 

Shannon) 
Leitrim 07/12/2015 42.74 

30004 Corrofin Clare Galway 08/12/2015 29.49 

12001 Scarawalsh Slaney Wexford 30/12/2015 12.06 

07009 Navan Weir Boyne Meath 30/12/2015 35.77 

16009 Cahir Park Suir Tipperary 31/12/2015 40.30 

07005 Trim Boyne Meath 31/12/2015 56.08 

*Levels rounded to 2-decimal places 

 

In summary, of the OPW reference network of gauging stations, 72 of the 75 stations experienced 

either their highest, second highest or third highest levels on record. This confirms that the floods of 

winter 2015/2016 are ahead of those of November 2009 in terms of flood severity and duration. A 

breakdown of stations (by number and percentage) that experienced their highest, second highest 

and third highest flood levels on record during winter 2015/2016 is shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Breakdown of ranking of flood peaks during winter 2015/2016 

 

Spatial Distribution of Flood Peaks in Winter 2015/2016 

The floods of winter 2015/2016 were widespread with very few counties experiencing no flood 

events, as can be seen in Figure 7. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Spatial distribution of the winter 2015/2016 flood events 
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Legend:              Highest flood on record          Second highest       Third highest 
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Flood Peaks Following Storms Abigail, Desmond and Frank 

The information presented in Figure 7 was further examined to see what areas were affected by 

each of the winter storms, Abigail (12 November 2015), Desmond (4/5 December 2015) and Frank 

(29/30 December 2015). When the spatial distribution of the highest flood events following each 

storm is examined (see Figure 8), a clear pattern emerges. Storm Abigail was concentrated on the 

north-west counties, especially in Donegal and Sligo, and that was where the resulting flood peaks 

were experienced.  Storm Desmond contributed to flooding primarily to west of the Shannon, while 

Storm Frank contributed to flooding east and south-east of the Shannon and along the Shannon 

itself. A number of major flood events were experienced in the south-east of the country with the 

Nore, Suir, Barrow, and Slaney catchments worst affected.  

 

The Shannon reached its highest recorded levels at Hodson’s Bay, Athlone, Shannonbridge, and 

Banagher on 5 January 2016, and at Meelick Weir on the previous day. 

 

 

     

(a) Storm Abigail  (b) Storm Desmond            (c) Storm Frank 

  

 

 

 

Figure 8: Flood events in the aftermath of Storms Abigail, Desmond and Frank  

 

Locations Flooded 

During winter 2015/2016, numerous locations throughout the country experienced flooding. These 

locations include those listed in Table 5 together with the dates on which flooding was first reported.  

 

Some towns were affected by flooding on two occasions. Bandon, Co. Cork was one such location. It 

flooded on 5 December 2015, and was again flooded on 30 December 2015.  

 

Legend:              Highest flood on record          Second highest       Third highest 

    

      Approximate Shannon Centreline 
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Other locations experienced sustained flooding which started in early December and persisted into 

early January. Athlone, Shannonbridge, Portumna, Castleconnell, Montpelier, Springfield and 

Annacotty are examples of where the flood levels remained high through December 2015 and into 

January 2016.  

 

Table 5: Flooded Locations with Date of Initial Reports of Flooding 

Location of Flooding County Date of Initial Reports of Flooding 

Bandon Cork 05/12/2015 and 30/12/2015 

Athlone Westmeath 05/12/2015 

Crossmolina Mayo 05/12/2015 

Castlefinn Donegal 05/12/2015 

Ballybofey Donegal 05/12/2015 

Ballinasloe Galway 05/12/2015 and 05/01/2016 

Claregalway Galway 05/12/2015 

Portumna Galway 05/12/2015 

Ennis Clare 05/12/2015 

Feakle Clare 05/12/2015 

Killarney Kerry 05/12/2015 

Athleague Roscommon 06/12/2015 

Craughwell Galway 06/12/2015 

Galway City Galway 06/12/2015 and 02/01/2016 

Foxford Mayo 07/12/2015 

Monaghan Monaghan 07/12/2015 

Montpelier Limerick 09/12/2015 and 05/01/2016 

Castleconnell Limerick 09/12/2015 

Annacotty Limerick 13/12/2015 

Corbally Limerick 13/12/2015 

Shannonbridge Offaly 15/12/2015 

Carrick-on-Shannon Leitrim 16/12/2015 

Springfield Clare 28/12/2015 

Dundalk Louth 28/12/2015 

Graiguenamanagh Kilkenny 29/12/2015 

Thomastown Kilkenny 29/12/2015 

Inistioge Kilkenny 29/12/2015 

Clonmel Tipperary 29/12/2015 

Midleton Cork 29/12/2015 

Fermoy Cork 30/12/2015 

Mallow Cork 30/12/2015 

Enniscorthy Wexford 30/12/2015 

Cavan Cavan 28/12/2015 
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It is estimated that in excess of 540 houses were flooded during winter 2015/2016. However without 

the coordinated and effective response effort, a great many more homes and businesses would have 

been flooded in these events.  

 

Flooding from Groundwater Sources 

Groundwater flooding is typically caused by cumulative flow or groundwater recharge. It is the 

accumulation of groundwater recharge, due to the lack of adequate drainage, over a period of 

weeks or months that determines the associated flood severity and duration.  

 

The most susceptible region to groundwater flooding in Ireland is the Gort lowlands in south Galway. 

During intense or prolonged rainfall, the underground flow paths are unable to drain and the 

available subsurface storage rapidly reaches capacity. Consequently, surface flooding occurs in low-

lying topographic depressions (turloughs). The flooding in 2009 was the most severe on record, until 

it was surpassed in many areas by the events of winter 2015/2016.  

 

Rain gauges operated by Trinity College Dublin around Gort recorded rainfall of 297mm in November 

and 437mm in December 2015, representing an increase of 203% and 288% compared to the long-

term monthly averages respectively. 

 

The groundwater flooding that was experienced in south Galway in 2009 was caused by a single 

large rainfall event, whereas that in winter 2015/2016 was caused by three smaller events. Although 

they were smaller events, the cumulative volume of water was 26% more than in 2009, and hence 

the impact of groundwater flooding was greatly increased.  

 

While Kiltartan saw a similar level of flooding in 2009 and 2015, flooding at lower lying areas of 

Kiltartan was more severe. Blackrock turlough, which is (mostly) river-fed but groundwater drained, 

flooded to a similar level in 2015 as in 2009, as did the Lough Coy turlough.  

 

During the floods of winter 2015/2016, groundwater flooding was also experienced in counties 

Roscommon and Longford. 
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Figure 9: Extensive flooding along the Shannon  

 

Conclusions: 

 The floods of winter 2015/2016 are considered to be the worst on record. The first flood 

events of the winter 2015/2016 period were witnessed in the North-West on 15 November 

2015 and the last flood peaks occurred on 5 January 2016 along the middle and lower 

Shannon. As a result, many parts of the country were  in a state of sustained flood 

emergency for almost two months.  

 Flooding resulting from storm Abigail was concentrated on the north-west counties, 

especially in Donegal and Sligo.  Storm Desmond contributed to flooding primarily to west of 

the Shannon, while Storm Frank contributed to flooding east and south-east of the Shannon 

and along the Shannon itself. A number of major flood events were experienced in the 

south-east of the country with the Nore, Suir, Barrow, and Slaney catchments worst 

affected.  

 Flooding was of three types: Pluvial flooding which resulted directly from intense and 

prolonged rainfall; Fluvial flooding which resulted from swollen rivers overtopping their 

banks. Fluvial flooding can often be slow to rise and slow to recede as was seen along the 

River Shannon and its catchments, and; Flooding from groundwater sources such that which 

occurred in the turlough areas and which persisted long after flooding receded in other 

places. 
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Recommendations: 

 The existing systems and arrangements for flood forecasting and warning should continue to 

be maintained as an interim measure pending the development of a National Flood 

Forecasting and Warning Service  

 Each Local Authority should be enabled to have direct access to the EFAS web portal so that 

they can access more detailed, timely and improved information concerning EFAS 

forecasting events and to gain an improved understanding of any associated EFAS Flood 

Notifications.  
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3. Mitigation and Preparedness Measures for Severe Weather 

 

The Framework for Major Emergency Management 

The most significant emergency management initiative taken in recent years in Ireland was the 

review of the arrangements for coordination of the front-line emergency services, which respond to 

assist citizens in need, and manage consequences at local level. The Government has assigned 

responsibility for response to all kinds of emergencies to three of its executive bodies – termed the 

Principal Response Agencies – An Garda Síochána, the Health Service Executive and the Local 

Authorities. 

 

The “Framework for Major Emergency Management” was developed in 2005 and was adopted by 

Government decision in 2006. It sets out common arrangements and structures for front-line public 

sector emergency management in Ireland. The Framework is based on the internationally recognised 

systems approach that, in essence, proposes an iterative cycle of continuous activity through five 

stages of emergency management: 

 

 Hazard Identification/ Risk Assessment, 

 Mitigation, 

 Preparedness, 

 Response, and 

 Recovery/Review. 

 

The Framework adopts the ‘all hazards’ approach to emergency management, and has been 

informed by best international practice, customised to suit Irish conditions. In Ireland, one of the 

main purposes of the Framework for Major Emergency Management is to set out the working 

relationships between the various elements which make up the front-line emergency response.  

 

The provisions of the Framework were embedded in a two year development programme from 2006 

– 2008 and through the experience of use in previous severe weather episodes in 2009, 2010, 2011 

and the winter of 2013/2014. In keeping with the systems approach, review reports were prepared 

on use which occurred with a view to further strengthening the local emergency management 

capability.  

 

 

Local Authority Preparedness 

All local authorities have participated in a series of the Major Emergency Management Development 

Programmes and have been involved in managing over the past decade the response to previous 

severe weather emergencies. Local Authorities work with other agencies and work to regional 

programmes of training and exercises, based on regional risk assessments.  Met Éireann provided all 
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local authorities with weather alerts in times of severe weather.  On foot of these, the relevant local 

authorities had general operations staff, engineering staff and emergency services on stand-by to 

respond as necessary. 

 

Front Line Coordination 

The Framework for Major Emergency Management is the key document underpinning coordination 

of response to emergencies of all kinds at front-line level in Ireland. The Framework recognises that 

there are usually a number of levels of command, control and coordination of emergency operations 

at large and/ or complex incidents. These include Strategic Level, Tactical Level and Operational 

Level, which are catered for within existing command and control systems to varying degrees, with 

officers empowered to make decisions related to their own organisations’ activities appropriate to 

these levels.  

 

It is a fundamental principle that emergency response builds from the local response level of 

emergency services in the area where the emergency event occurs, which in this country is the 

principal local authorities, the divisions of An Garda Síochána and the Health Service Executive 

Regions. As an event unfolds, the response can be escalated (if required) to a regional response.  

When the situation escalates to an exceptional extent, a whole of Government approach may be 

initiated, with one of the main objectives being to support the local and regional responses. 

 

While no major emergency was declared, severe weather emergency protocols are part of the major 

emergency plans in place in all of the principal response agencies and these are seen to have worked 

very well.  

 

National Level Structures 

The second level of coordination to be considered is the national level. In Ireland, in the aftermath of 

the events of 11 September 2001, the Government Task Force on Emergency Planning was 

established  

The Minister for Defence chairs the Government Task Force, which includes ministers, senior officials 

of Government Departments, senior officers of the Defence Forces, An Garda Síochána and officials 

of other key public authorities which have a lead or support role in Government Emergency 

Planning. 

The Office of Emergency Planning (OEP) provides a key support role to the Government Task Force 

on Emergency Planning. It is responsible to the Minister for Defence for the coordination and 

oversight of emergency planning. Some key activities of the OEP are to refine and develop the 

arrangements that exist, to continuously improve them through review and revision and to generally 

provide the basis for an increased confidence in the emergency planning process. 
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The “Lead Government Department” model is promulgated in Ireland for the response to 

emergencies of all kinds. In the event of a crisis, the responsibility for co-ordinating the emergency 

response at national level is taken on by the relevant pre-nominated Lead Government Department, 

with support and action by other Government Departments and Agencies as required and consistent 

with their normal functions/ legislative mandates. The role of lead government department in 

Ireland and the response structures and processes are set out in Guidelines for Co-ordinating a 

National Level Crisis/Emergency, published in 2011.  

 

The Department of Housing, Planning, Community and Local Government is the Lead Government 

Department for co-ordinating the response to Severe Weather Emergencies. The working 

arrangements associated with a “National Emergency Coordination Group” convened by a Lead 

Government Department have been established since the severe flooding episodes in November 

2009 and were used for severe weather emergencies in January 2010, December 2010 and winter 

2013/2014.  

 

Transport Sector Preparedness 

Transport is usually severely affected by such events. All State transport bodies have emergency 

plans and procedures in place, including for severe weather events, which are implemented as 

required. The Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport meets with the transport bodies at least 

twice yearly (usually immediately before and immediately after each winter) to review contingency 

plans.  

 

Adaptation to the Impacts of Climate Change 

Reflecting trends at global level, Ireland’s climate is changing, including changes in our average 

temperature and rainfall intensity. Potential impacts for Ireland arising from climate change include:  

 

 Sea level rise;  

 More intense storms and rainfall events with increased probability of surface water (pluvial) 

flooding;  

 Greater probability of river and coastal flooding;  

 Summertime water shortages in the east;  

 Reduced water quality;  

 Changes in distribution of plant and animal species; and 

 Effects on fisheries that are sensitive to changes in temperature and acidity.  

 

Adaptation to the adverse effects of climate change is vital in order to respond to those impacts that 

are already happening, while at the same time preparing for future scenarios. Effective actions are 

needed to reduce vulnerabilities to the negative impacts, take advantages of opportunities that may 

arise and increase social, economic and environmental resilience. Adaptation is an essential 
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component of our long term, strategic economic planning and, in that context, the following should 

be noted:  

 

 Work is underway in relation to the preparation of a statutory National Adaptation 

Framework (NAF), in accordance with the Climate Action and Low Carbon Development Act 

2015.  

 The NAF will set out Ireland’s first statutory strategy for the application of adaptation 

measures in different Government sectors, including the local authority sector to reduce the 

vulnerability of the State to the negative impacts  of climate change but also to avail of any 

of any positive effects that may occur. It will build on the work already undertaken under the 

non-statutory National Climate Change Adaptation Framework (2012) and ensure that 

climate adaptation in Ireland is brought forward in line with EU and international best 

practise. Once approved by Government, it will also provide the necessary trigger allowing 

Government to request such Ministers as they consider appropriate to submit sectoral 

adaptation plans. This will include a statutory sectoral adaptation plan covering the flood 

defence sector that will be prepared by the OPW.  

 The Department of Communications, Climate Action and Environment (DCCAE) chairs a 

National Steering Group on adaptation which has representation from all the relevant 

sectors, including EPA, local government and in particular OPW in relation to flooding 

matters.  Given the importance of the role local government will play in contributing to this 

response, DCCAE is engaging closely with the sector, in collaboration with the EPA, to ensure 

guidance and capacity is provided to enable the sector to address the challenges ahead. To 

this end, local authority adaptation strategy development guidelines were published in May 

2016 and a number of training sessions and workshops for local authority staff have been 

held, with further initiatives planned to take place over the coming months.  

 

It is not possible to tell if the last two exceptional winter seasons are purely statistical anomalies or 

whether they are an indicator of generally wetter winters to come. While the predictions of the 

climate-change models (See “Ireland’s Climate, The Road Ahead” published by Met Éireann in 2013) 

show an increase in winter rainfall across much of Ireland, and an increase in the frequency of very 

wet winter days, as the levels of CO2 in the global atmosphere increase, whether or not this 

represents a direct correlation will only be known in the longer term.   
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Conclusions 

 Severe weather emergency protocols in place in all PRAs and underpinned by the 

Framework for Major Emergency Management are considered to have worked effectively.  

 The Department of Housing, Planning, Community and Local Government is the Lead 

Government Department for the response to severe weather emergencies. The Lead 

Government Department model is considered effective for the management of this kind of 

weather emergency at a national level. 

 The OPW plays a central role in flood risk assessment and mitigation measures in its role as 

lead State Agency for flood prevention and flood mitigation.  

 

Recommendations 

 While the Framework for Major Emergency Management is seen as effective in 

underpinning the coordination of the response last winter, the National Steering Group has 

decided that it will be reviewed and updated with a view to incorporating learning points 

from recent severe weather emergencies to further enhance inter-agency co-operation in 

response related activities. 

 Local authorities should continue to activate their flood plans at the earliest opportunity 

including the activation of flood response teams/crisis management teams. Local authorities 

should also activate inter-agency arrangements including local coordination groups which 

should meet on a daily basis where flooding is a serious threat or response issue. 

 It is recommended that local authorities give more public visibility to their coordination work 

so that the public know who to contact and how if they need to during an emergency. 

 Measures should be considered to further enhance the dissemination of public information 

in the lead up to severe weather emergencies to strengthen individual preparedness and 

improve public safety. 

 Local authority flood plans should be reviewed and further developed to reflect the 

experiences of the most recent flooding, and taking account of the OPW CFRAM flood maps. 

 Community engagement in terms of resilience to emerging situations and participation in 

the response to events should be included in the review of the Framework for Major 

Emergency Management.  

 National Steering Group for MEM to publish and update Flooding Response Protocol to take 

account of the experience of 2015/2016 flooding. 

 Targeted information and alerts should be provided by local authorities for those most at 

risk of flooding. 
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4. Impact of the Flooding 

 

The most visible, severe and devastating impact of the flooding was on householders, businesses 

and farms that had their homes and properties affected by floodwater. In many cases the flooding 

caused enormous hardship with families being forced to evacuate their homes and in some cases 

they were unable to return for months. The impact was especially severe as the flooding occurred 

over Christmas when rather than settling down to enjoy the holiday period families and business 

owners found themselves in a desperate battle to save their homes and businesses from rising 

floodwaters.  

 

The worst affected counties were Cork, Kerry, Mayo, Galway and Roscommon. Table 6 above gives 

details on a county by county basis of the extent of flooded homes. In addition to those homes and 

businesses directly impacted by floodwaters a great many more found themselves marooned and 

cut off by flooded roads. This caused enormous disruption to thousands of householders in getting 

to schools and workplaces. In many locations vulnerable and elderly people faced particular 

difficulties in accessing essential services.  

 

Civil Defence, the Defence Forces and the local authorities deployed four wheel drive vehicles and 

boats to reach those cut off by floodwaters and provided transport services to them to enable the 

continuity of normal life in so far as was possible. This effort by the response agencies was greatly 

assisted by local communities who rallied together to assist their neighbours using their own four 

wheel drive and agricultural vehicles.   

 

It should be noted that through the efforts of the PRAs, individual householders and local 

communities in protecting property and the improvements in flood defence schemes by the OPW, 

that fewer homes and businesses were flooded than in the previous large scale flooding event that 

occurred in 2009, despite floodwater levels being significantly higher in many areas.  
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Table 6: Impact on Householders and Properties affected 

 

 
Residential Dwellings 

 

Local Authority Evacuated 
Damaged but 

habitable 
Inaccessible 

(not flooded) 
Under threat of 

flooding 
Business 
Flooded 

Carlow 5 37 0 3 12 

Cavan 5 12 112 14 6 

Clare 9 13 17 6 12 

Cork City 0 0 12 0 5 

Cork County 38 155 101 134 135 

Donegal 34 22 175 0 31 

Dublin City 0 0 0 0 0 

Dun Laoghaire 0 0 0 0 0 

Fingal 0 0 0 0 0 

Galway City 0 0 0 0 0 

Galway County 70 30 80 35 42 

Kerry 17 48 506 27 24 

Kildare 3 4 0 500 3 

Laois 5 7 13 0 0 

Leitrim 3 5 136 42 31 

Limerick 4 12 9 24 4 

Louth 3 15 13 16 57 

Longford 5 0 45 5 2 

Mayo 90 25 765 139 81 

Offaly 45 3 45 38 5 

Roscommon 46 45 209 144 38 

Sligo 10 32 5 10 4 

Tipperary 46 25 34 362 17 

Waterford 5 18 20 0 8 

Westmeath 79 2 64 130 20 

Wexford 67 13 32 50 68 

Wicklow 12 20 0 35 1 

            

  601 543 2393 1714 606 
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Impact on Transport 

Throughout the severe weather, damage to transport infrastructure arising from the storms and 

associated flooding fell into two main areas – road and rail. Air and ferry services were disrupted on 

and off over this period primarily as a result of high winds rather than flooding.  However, these 

disruptions were not on a scale that caused inordinate difficulty for either operators or passengers.   

DTTAS worked with the transport agencies to ensure consistent and up-to-date information was 

provided to the public and to the National Emergency Coordination group and the following 

agencies in particular contributed to the response:  

 

 Transport Infrastructure Ireland provided daily updates on national roads and motorways 

affected by the flooding  

 Irish Rail supplied updates on the impact on the rail network, including line closures  

 Bus Éireann provided updates on disruptions to bus services and incidents caused by severe 

weather 

 The Road Safety Authority played a vital role in communicating safety messages to the 

public, including social media updates, media releases and national and regional radio stings 

 

Agencies attended the National Emergency Coordination Group meetings where required.   

 

 

Road Network 

Flooding occurred at various locations on the non-motorway network following Storms Desmond 

and Frank.  Following Storm Desmond, flooding occurred mainly in western coastal counties, 

particularly in the Moy, Clare and Shannon catchments.  Following Storm Frank, the main areas 

affected were along the south coast and in the catchments of the Blackwater, Suir, Slaney and 

Shannon rivers. 

 

This resulted in a significant number of roads becoming impassable and closed as a result of 

flooding. This included national, regional and local roads, including the N25 Cork/ Waterford Rd 

(between Killeagh and Castlemartyr), N65 (between Portumna and Borrisokane), N4 (at Shannonside 

retail park). In relation to non-national roads, by way of example, Cavan County Council reported in 

the region of 50 roads as impassable, many under as much as one metre of water. In the case of East 

Cork, it was reported that 20 roads were closed for a significant period, many due to the 

disintegration of the road pavements.  It was also noted that Bus Éireann buses were affected by a 

diversion in Wicklow from the R752 regional road due to road subsidence. 

 

Bridges are also susceptible to damage caused by washing out (or scouring) of bridge foundations 

during periods of high flow and there was evidence of damage to bridges and culverts on both 

national and non-national roads. Once the floods had fully subsided, these bridges were inspected, 

including underwater foundations, to determine the extent of the damage. 
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In contrast there were few impacts on the Strategic Motorway Network which reflects the 

considerable efforts since the commencement of the Motorway Maintenance and Renewals 

Contracts to undertake preventative maintenance and to deal with sections of the network where 

flooding had previously been a problem. This has been possible due to dedicated funding by TII for 

such works. Due to funding constraints it has not been possible to replicate this approach on other 

roads. 

 

Rail Network 

The impacts of the adverse weather events were extensive in terms of their impact on the heavy rail 

network. Many parts of the network were affected, particularly the Dublin to Rosslare line where 

there was significant coastal erosion around the area of the Morrough, a 15km stretch of coastline 

from Wicklow to Greystones, and on the Galway, Sligo, Mayo and Ennis lines. Services on the 

Limerick to Ennis line were suspended from December 2015 to May 2016 due to flooding. 

 

Impact on Electricity Generation and Supply Networks 

During December 2015 and January 2016 ESB hydroelectric schemes on the Shannon, Lee, Liffey and 

Erne were subject to flood conditions arising from a sustained period of above average rainfall 

across Ireland and, in particular, two distinct severe rainfall periods in December associated with 

Storms Desmond and Frank.  

 

During the period ESB staff in the hydroelectric power stations were fully engaged in proactive 

management of flood conditions.  They were in regular contact with those responding to the flood 

and kept those affected informed of developments.  ESB engaged extensively with the media to 

keep the public and interested parties informed and attended meetings of the National Emergency 

Coordination Group on a daily basis.  

 

River Shannon 

The Shannon scheme consists of Ardnacrusha power station, which is situated on the River Shnnon 

just upstream of Limerick City. It is a run of the river hydro scheme with minimal storage capacity 

relative to the river flows that are experienced during a flood. Under normal circumstances most of 

the water flowing in the Shannon flows through the manmade channel to the power station, up to a 

maximum flow rate of about 400 cubic meters per second (Cumecs). In flood situations, where the 

flow of the river exceeds this amount, then excess water is discharged down the original Shannon 

course via a gated weir constructed for that purpose, known as Parteen Weir. During the period of 

the winter flood, because of large volumes of water flowing down the Shannon, ESB had to 

discharge the excess water through Parteen Weir. A graph of these flows is shown in Figure 10 

below.  
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Figure 10:  Discharge of water at Parteen Weir, Winter 2015 – 2016 

 

Discharge of water at Parteen Weir commenced on 1st December 2015 as flows in the Shannon 

increased. Heavy rainfall associated with Storm Desmond on 4th – 6th December resulted in 

considerable volumes of water flowing into the Shannon.  As river flows increase over the following 

days it was necessary to increase water discharge at Parteen Weir. This pattern of higher discharges 

continued, with some relief over the Christmas period, well into January as shown on the graph 

above. Peaks of discharge occurred on 14th December and again on 6th January. 

 

The effect of increasing water flow from Parteen Weir, along with inflows from other tributaries, was 

to result in some flooding in areas in Limerick and Clare downstream, such as Springfield/Clonlara, 

Castleconnell, Mountshannon and Montpelier. Throughout the period of the flood the ESB was in 

regular communication with the Local Authorities in Limerick and Clare to discuss the developing 

situation and keep them informed. Affected landowners and the media were kept informed of 

changes in discharge rates also. 

 

Ardnacrusha power station was maintained at maximum output through the flood period, ensuring 

that almost half the water flowing in the Shannon at the peak of the flood was diverted away from 

vulnerable areas along the Shannon downstream of Parteen Weir.   

 

ESB provided forecasts of Shannon river levels twice weekly to Local Authorities, the OPW and other 

interested parties throughout this period. 
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River Lee 

The Lee Scheme consists of two power stations with associated dams and reservoirs at Carrigadrohid 

and Inniscarra.  The reservoirs here are small relative to the size of the catchment, and are not 

designed to hold all the water arising from a typical flood.  In a flood situation it is necessary to 

discharge excess water from the reservoirs via the dams to prevent the reservoirs getting too full 

and thus compromising the safety of the dams themselves. Dam gates are used for this purpose. 

 

With the consistently high rainfall through December and January it was necessary from time to time 

to discharge excess water through the dams.  At times the flow in the river Lee, downstream of 

Inniscarra, reached levels where there was local flooding of land and roads due to a combination of 

discharge of excess water through the dam and flows from tributaries downstream of the dam.  Peak 

discharge from Inniscarra was in the period from 30th December to 6th January. 

 

There was close liaison with Cork City and County Councils throughout the period when dam gates 

were being operated. 

 

River Liffey 

The Liffey Scheme consists of three power stations with associated dams and reservoirs at 

Poulaphouca, Golden Falls and Leixlip.  The reservoirs at Golden Falls and Leixlip are small, so these 

are effectively run of the river hydroelectric stations; however Poulaphouca reservoir has a relatively 

large storage capacity. Because of this, it is often possible to store flood water in Poulaphouca 

reservoir during periods of high inflow and release it slowly later when the flood has abated.  

However, as in the Lee, the reservoir cannot be allowed to get too full as this would compromise the 

safety of the dam. 

 

During December the water level in Poulaphouca rose significantly due to the large inflows 

associated with the heavy rainfall.  Because of the high river flows downstream associated with this 

rainfall there were limited opportunities to discharge water from the reservoir at times of low flow 

in the Middle Liffey. By the end of December, however, the water level in Poulaphouca had risen to 

such an extent that it was necessary to discharge water on a continuous basis to reduce the level 

again. There was close liaison with the Local Authorities through the period. 

 

River Erne 

The Erne Scheme consists of two power stations with associated dams and reservoirs, at Cathleen’s 

Fall in Ballyshannon and further upstream at Cliff.  

 

Excess water arriving at the dams is discharged via the dam gates to control the rise of water levels 

in the reservoirs.  In the case of Erne this process commenced in mid-November.   Water levels in 

the Erne lakes continued to rise and peaked in the period from 11th – 15th December, at which stage 

the discharge from the dams was at their maximum. 
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There was regular contact with the Local Authorities in Donegal and Cavan, and with the Rivers 

Agency in Northern Ireland, throughout the flood period. 

 

Coordinated Response 

Before winter 2015, ESB had continued its programme of meeting with the relevant Local Authorities 

to explain ESB operations on the rivers and ensure a good basis for contact and liaison in the event 

of floods.  Throughout the flood ESB staff were in daily contact with the various Local Authorities 

along the rivers and with the Rivers Agency in Northern Ireland in relation to the Erne.  The close 

coordination at all levels helped Local Authorities to respond in a timely manner to areas at risk. 

 

The National Emergency Coordination Group met on an almost daily basis from the time that Storm 

Desmond was forecast in early December until the middle of January.  ESB attended all meetings of 

the group throughout that period to provide an update on ESB activities and assist in pooling 

information and co-ordinating the flood response. 

 

ESB Networks 

From early December 2015 to late January 2016 ESB Networks engaged regularly with the National 

Emergency Coordination Group in the management of the impact of flooding on the electricity 

network across the country. 

 

The main concern of ESB Networks during this period was for public safety. The rising flood levels in 

some areas had the effect of reducing the clearance between water levels and overhead electricity 

lines particularly in the South Galway area. This presented two concerns: 

 

1. If the network remained live and feeding customers there was a potential danger to 

members of the public who accessed these areas in boats 

2. If the network was de-energised then there was a risk to the customers who were connected 

to that network of catastrophic flood damage if pumps were without electricity 

 

To alert the public to the risks associated with the low clearance levels, ESB Networks engaged in a 

targeted media campaign which included radio and social media as well as communicating with all of 

the responding agencies through the National Emergency Coordination Group. 
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With the co-operation of the NCG, the network where clearance was compromised was risk assessed 

on a case by case basis and it was decided that it would remain live and providing electricity to our 

customers. 

 

 

Figure 11     Figure 12   Figure 13 

 

Figures 11, 12 and 13 above show the impact of reduced clearance between flood waters and 

overhead electricity network 

 

During the period of flooding the electricity network was largely unaffected by the increased levels 

of rainfall. There were some localised flooding issues which resulted in the disconnection of 

individual domestic and commercial premises for safety reasons. The impact of the loss of electricity 

in situations like these was managed at a local level between the local authority, the homeowner 

and local ESB Networks staff. 

 

There were 4,000 faults in total in December 2015 which was 1,800 higher than in December 2014.  

While there was a large number of faults on the network the impact of these outages were localised 

and were not of a significant duration. There were two days where significant outages were endured 

by customers. On December 29th and 30th Storm Frank resulted in outages to 81,000 customers over 

the two days as a result of 837 individual fault events on the network.  

 

 

Figure 14: Outage statistics for 2015 
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In total over the month of December almost 350,000 customers lost supply for a short duration. The 

network proved to be very resilient and the impact was managed in cooperation with all 

stakeholders. During this period,ESB Networks Customer Care Centre received 67,000 calls. To keep 

customers informed, ESB Networks employed a range of customer communication channels 

including ESB Networks Powercheck App (which was accessed 340,000 times), Twitter and an 

Update Blog. 

 

ESB Communications  

ESB conducted a proactive approach to media and public communications during flooding events on 

the Shannon, Erne, Liffey and Lee of winter 2015/2016. With a number of severe weather events, 

engagement with media stakeholders was intensive throughout the period (from the onset of the 

major storms in early December 2015 through to late January 2016, when the flooding began to 

subside).  

 

A number of ESB personnel appeared on national and local media to explain ESB’s operations on the 

rivers and were proactively issuing messages throughout the period, with 38 press releases on the 

Shannon, twelve on the Lee and one on the Liffey. In addition to issuing Press Releases the ESB Press 

Office was also active on Twitter throughout the whole period. Ongoing background briefing was 

carried out to assist in understanding the river systems, the Shannon and Parteen Weir in particular, 

and on a more local level comprehensive responses and statements explaining ESB operations were 

provided to queries from local newspapers.  

 

In addition, ESB Press Office was in constant liaison with key government communications officials 

on ESB media activity, including with the Departments of the Taoiseach, Communications, 

Environment and the OPW and briefings were offered and conducted with TDs in the affected areas. 

Briefing material was regularly requested and provided at short notice. 

 

A number of Info Graphics for each River System (infographic for the Shannon River System 

Attached) which endeavoured to explain the River Systems and the role that ESB plays in those 

systems, these were published on www.esb.ie, issued as press releases and Tweeted.  

 

Irish Water 

The December 2015 and January 2016 flooding increased the risk to the delivery of drinking water 

and wastewater services, yet careful and comprehensive management of the situation limited the 

impact to Irish Water customers. In excess of 200 separate incidents were identified and these were 

dealt with on a case by case basis. 

 

From a customer perspective, the most significant problem was the impact of the flooding on 

drinking water quality which resulted in over 23,000 customers being placed on boil water notices 
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(“BWNs”), namely in Ballinasloe, Whitegate Regional Supply and Ballinlough in Roscommon. The 

notice in Ballinasloe affecting almost 9,000 people was lifted on 15th December.  

 

Boil water notices on the Whitegate (Population 10,392) and Ballinlough (Population 3,598) supplies 

still remain in place.  Remediation works have now been completed on the Whitegate supply which 

involved the installation of filtration to ensure turbidity is maintained below 1NTU prior to UV 

disinfection. To remove the notice at Ballinlough, Irish Water have identified that the most 

sustainable solution to supply this area is by connection to the Lough Mask RWSS. The proposed 

completion date for this project is Q4 2017. 

 

The Bundoran water treatment plant (population 6,000) was shut down due to flooding, however, 

through the provision of an alternative temporary supply, from three different sources 

(Ballyshannon WTP, NI Water and North Leitrim), there was no impact on customers. Production at 

the major water treatment plants at Cork Lee Road, Glashaboy (Cork), Fermoy and Athlone was also 

threatened.  

 

Infrastructure flooding, network capacity and sewage contamination were the main wastewater 

issues. A number of wastewater treatment plants were flooded; pump stations overflowed and 

combined networks surcharged. It should be noted that sewerage systems are designed to overflow 

in storm situations and in these instances the high flows already in the receiving waters mitigate the 

impact. This situation can be further compromised where high river levels cause back up in outlet 

pipes and prevent discharge. Where network surcharging resulted in sewage detritus lodging, 

measures were put in place to clean and disperse same, for instance in Athlone.  
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Conclusions 

 The most acute impacts of the flooding were to homes and businesses that were damaged 

by floodwaters and others that were cut off, some for extended periods of time. 

 Transport infrastructure was severely disrupted particularly the roads network with many 

roads becoming impassable. Extensive damage to the roads network also occurred. 

 Agriculture was also affected with some farmyards and many thousands of hectares of 

farmland flooded. 

 The ESB manages several major river catchments that were affected by flooding namely the 

Shannon, Lee, Liffey and Erne. Throughout the flooding ESB staff were in daily contact with 

the various Local Authorities along the rivers and with the Rivers Agency in Northern Ireland 

in relation to the Erne.  This close coordination at all levels helped Local Authorities to 

respond in a timely manner to areas at risk. 

 

Recommendations 

 The local level coordination and response while seen as effective, should be made more 

visible to improve public communication and public safety. 

 Local Authority Severe Weather Teams should review their arrangements for convening and 

maintaining operations throughout a prolonged emergency. 

 2-way video conferencing between Local Coordination Centres and National Coordination 

Centre should be utilised to enable more effective communication, information sharing and 

real time situational awareness. 

 The use of ICT should be enhanced in sharing information between local/regional and 

national level including the development of an electronic Information Management System. 

 The use of websites, social media and SMS services in providing information to the public 

during major emergencies should be further enhanced.  

 Issues related to safety of staff of emergency response organisations should be reviewed to 

ensure that an appropriate level of response can be maintained while complying with 

relevant legislative requirements. The outcome of this review should be adopted as national 

policy and included with the revised Framework for Major Emergency Management referred 

to in the recommendations to Chapter 3 above. 

 Standardised templates for reporting from local level to national level should be developed.  

 Local Authorities and other response agencies should review the need to acquire additional 

specialised equipment and make provision for appropriate phased purchases where 

necessary. 
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5. Response Measures 

 

National Level Response to Flooding 

The Department of the Housing, Planning, Community and Local Government is the Lead 

Government Department for the response to severe weather. The Department was notified of all 

Met Éireann alerts and warnings in the run up to Storm Desmond and subsequent storms, and was 

in regular contact with the key agencies including the transport sector, the energy sector and local 

authorities and tracked developments closely.  

 

A National Emergency Coordination Group on Response to Severe Weather Emergencies was 

convened on 3 December 2015 by the Department of Housing, Planning, Community and Local 

Government to review the preparedness measures for that weekend’s anticipated rainfall and  

convened daily from 7 December to 13 January including over the Christmas and New Year period to 

assess the threat level based on the weather forecasts, to share information on river levels and flood 

forecasts, and deal with emergency issues arising which required a coordinated ‘whole of 

government’ national response.  

 

The National Emergency Coordination Group has also held daily press briefings in order to provide 

information and safety messages to the public. The National Emergency Coordination Group 

considers the coordination of the series of local responses to have been appropriate and effective in 

dealing with emergent issues, given the seriousness of this emergency.   

 

The Government Departments and their relevant agencies that were represented on the National 

Emergency Co-ordination Group are listed at Appendix B. 

 

Copernicus Activation 

The Copernicus resource (a data collection system including earth observation satellites and land 

and sea based sensors) was activated during the flooding through the European Civil Protection 

Mechanism. This activation was in addition to the information already being provided to the 

National Emergency Coordination Group by the Department’s own GIS information experts, and was 

a considerable additional asset in formulating a real time overview of the extent of the flooding, 

which could be mapped over time.   

 

Local Level Response to Flooding 

The response to all emergencies is appropriately locally-led in the first instance. Local Authorities are 

designated as the Lead Agency for responding to severe weather events. The generic response 

arrangements are detailed in ‘A Framework for Major Emergency Management’ 2006. Specific 

guidance for responding to severe weather events is outlined in ‘A Guide to Flood Emergencies’ 
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2013 and ‘A Guide to Severe Weather Events’ 2010. Local authorities have severe weather sub-plans 

in place based on this guidance material. 

 

In their role as Lead Agency, Local Authorities carried out a number of functions during the response 

stage and continue to deal with recovery issues in conjunction with other responsible agencies. The 

local authority role included: 

 

 Coordinating an inter-agency response; 

 Continuously monitoring forecasts/ alerts/ warnings to scale the appropriate response 

measures; 

 Operating Flood Defences and deploying sand-bag defences; 

 Clearing debris and fallen trees; 

 Flood Rescue and pumping water; and 

 Public Communication. 

 

Local authorities monitor weather forecasts. Met Éireann alerts local authorities directly when 

severe weather is forecast and such warnings are received by a severe weather assessment team 

within a local authority. The severe weather assessment team take the appropriate action to scale a 

response and to ensure resources are in place to support a response. During the recent episodes of 

severe weather this approach helped to anticipate and prepare for the response required by local 

authorities.  

 

When required local authorities liaise with the other Principal Response Agencies (HSE, An Garda 

Síochána) and where necessary activate inter-agency structures to manage the response.  

 

There was a strong collaborative response, led by the Local Authority Chief Executives and 

coordinated in accordance with the Framework for Major Emergency Management, in all the areas 

affected by the flooding. Local authorities convened severe weather assessment teams at the 

beginning of December to consider the weather forecasts and EFAS Flood Notifications disseminated 

by the OPW. They anticipated problem areas based on the warnings and put crisis management and 

local response and coordination arrangements in place.  

 

Local Authority Crisis Management Teams were mobilised and protocols for the inter-agency 

collaboration with An Garda Síochána and the HSE were activated to coordinate the response.  

 

These Principal Response Agencies were assisted by the Defence Forces, Civil Defence, Red Cross, 

Coastguard and Mountain Rescue. The efforts of all involved in responding to this crisis is recognised 

as exceptional as is the efforts of local communities who came together to assist their neighbours 

who were affected by flooding.   
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Local authorities carry out specific tasks during this period of severe weather (often 24/7 operations) 

ensuring public safety and restoring normality in local communities where possible. In many cases 

sandbag flood defences and pumping equipment are deployed to protect key sites, and at the same 

time Local Authorities provide sandbags directly to threatened communities. The Fire Service 

responds where necessary and pump water where there was inundation also. Local Authorities 

linked with ESB Generation and ESB Networks to ensure that the water levels of major catchments 

were managed to prevent flooding, where possible. Significant work was carried out by outdoor staff 

within local authorities to keep water courses clear and to remove fallen trees and debris. Roads 

were closed where significant flooding or damage made them unsafe. The Defence Forces and Civil 

Defence were involved in supporting the response in many Local Authority areas.  

           

The local authority response was delivered over an extended period and frequently under difficult 

conditions.  The effectiveness of the local authority response was commented upon positively by 

public representatives from all political parties in Dáil statements on the flooding.  

 

In addition, The DHPCLG’s national-level coordination role was facilitated greatly by the timely and 

detailed reporting that was provided by Local Authorities facilitated by the Local Government 

Management Agency (LGMA), this gave an invaluable insight on the conditions and activities at local 

level which was particularly appreciated at the Government level, as the Taoiseach and Government 

Ministers were briefed on developments at regular intervals.   

 

 

Role of the Defence Forces 

In accordance with the Framework for Major Emergency Management, primary responsibility for 

responding to emergencies caused by severe weather events, such as the storms and flooding, rests 

with the three designated principal response agencies, namely, the relevant Local Authority, An 

Garda Síochána, and the Health Service Executive. The involvement of the Defence Forces arises 

from requests for assistance received from such Agencies in its Aid to the Civil Authority (ATCA) role 

under the multi-agency Framework.   

 

The full spectrum of Defence Forces personnel and equipment, commensurate with operational 

requirements, is available for deployments in response to emergency situations. 

 

A letter was circulated to all Local Authorities in advance of the 2015/2016 severe weather season 

providing details of the types of equipment and vehicles that can be deployed and also clarifying 

local call out arrangements and confirming that the Department of Defence does not charge for 

deployments by the Defence Forces in response to severe weather events.  

 

The Defence Forces deployed a total of 3,488 personnel, 626 vehicles and 10 helicopter flights to 

assist the Principal Response Agencies during severe flooding from December 2015 to April 2016 in 
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Counties Kerry, Cork, Clare, Galway, Kilkenny, Tipperary, Limerick, Wexford, Mayo, Roscommon and 

the Shannon Catchment area of Athlone. There were also deployments in the Sligo area and in 

Ballybofey, Lahey, Donegal town, Bundoran and Ballinasloe.  

The Defence Forces assistance and support to the Principal Response Agencies included the building 

of flood defences, the operation of water pumps, the provision of transportation for local 

communities (including a boat shuttle service in Clonlara, Co. Clare), the evacuation of personnel, 

the provision of route reconnaissance, the transportation of HSE personnel, provision of 

transportation for school runs, Teagasc inspections and the feeding of local volunteers. The Air Corps 

provided flood reconnaissance flights for the Office of Public Works along the Shannon catchment 

area, and also provided a fodder delivery service to isolated farms in south Galway. 

 

Operations and Plans Branch Staff Officers participated on a daily basis in meetings of the National 

Emergency Coordination Group on Severe Weather in the National Emergency Coordination Centre 

(NECC). The Defence Forces conducted an After Action Review following this severe weather event 

and the actionable recommendations have been implemented in advance of any severe weather 

that may occur in winter 2016. 

 

 

Role of the Voluntary Emergency Services 

 

Civil Defence 

Civil Defence is a statutory volunteer based organisation. The primary role of Civil Defence is to 

provide support to the Principal Response Agencies (PRAs) in a variety of emergency and non-

emergency situations. This includes the support roles assigned under the Framework for Emergency 

Management (MEM) including assisting the PRAs in dealing with severe weather and flooding 

incidents. 

 

During the course of the winter of 2015/2016, hundreds of volunteers from Civil Defence provided 

thousands of work-hours in a range of flood relief activities in support of the principal response 

agencies across the country. The activities included: 

 

 Filling, distributing and deploying sand bags 

 Pumping flood waters from affected areas 

 Assisting in the evacuation of families from flooded homes  

 Delivering food and fuel to isolated households 

 Distributing public health notices 

 Checking on elderly people in isolated areas.  

 

Civil Defence also provided transport for health care workers, community welfare officers and postal 

deliveries and also provided transport to enable children to attend school.  
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The volunteers provided this assistance to their local communities throughout a prolonged period of 

flooding incidents every day throughout December 2015 and January 2016. In some areas of Galway 

and Roscommon, where the waters were slow to subside, Civil Defence volunteers continued to 

provide support into the early months of the summer, in the form of transport to householders who 

were cut-off from villages and towns. 

 

Irish Red Cross 

Irish Red Cross volunteers and staff provided assistance to the PRAs across the country in their 

efforts to mitigate the impact of the floods on local communities. The activities provided by the Irish 

Red Cross included: 

 

 Evacuation of residents from nursing homes,  

 Transport of day patients to and from hospitals, 

 Providing first aid cover, 

 Notifying vulnerable residents, 

 Transporting residents isolated from towns due to flood waters,  

 Assisting traders in moving stock, 

 Supporting traders with clean up, 

 Planning for the establishment of reception centres in the event of evacuation of residents. 

 Operating a humanitarian assistance scheme for small business. (See below) 

 

 

Community Resilience 

It was clear from an early stage in the response that communities were taking action to protect their 

homes, businesses and vulnerable people in their localities. Communities worked together with the 

Principal Response Agencies and the Voluntary Emergency Services throughout the flooding crisis. 

Communities sourced pumps to protect their homes and used tractors, 4x4 and other specialist 

vehicles to provide access to houses that were isolated by flooding.    

 

It remains a challenge for the PRAs and communities as to how best to work together, avoiding 

duplication of effort and maintaining good communications during an emergency. Examples of 

where the community response was well integrated with the response by the PRAs should be 

captured and used to shape a generic approach that can be adopted harnessing the community 

response in the best way possible. This will be considered in the planned review of the Framework 

for Major Emergency Management.  

 

There is a need to clarify the position of the “community volunteer” in relation to the emergency 

management system and to develop some guidance for the PRAs on how best to link with 

communities at the preparedness and the response stages. It should be noted that the resources 

required to link effectively with communities is significant, and this will add to the pressure on all 
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agencies participating in a response over a protracted period, as experienced during the recent 

flooding event. 

 

Office of Public Works 

During the floods of winter 2015/2016 the OPW worked in co-operation with the local authorities 

and other primary response agencies to provide support where possible. Arising from these events 

the OPW regional offices and depots deployed resources, both staff and equipment, at numerous 

locations throughout the country. 

 

The OPW is responsible for the maintenance of arterial drainage schemes completed under the 

Arterial Drainage Acts 1945 and 1995. From early December, both in the context of its statutory 

maintenance responsibilities and in support of the principal response agencies, the following work 

was carried out by the OPW regional offices: 

 

• Repair of a breach in an OPW embankment at Annagh, Co. Longford. 

• Erection of demountable defences. 

• Repair of storm damage to a sea defence. 

• Deployment and maintenance of pumps, tractors and excavators. 

• Provision and placing of sandbags around houses (individual and groups). 

• Removal of debris from bridges and cleaning of grids. 

 

Where such work was outside of OPW scheme locations it was carried out at the behest of the 

relevant local authority (LA), who have the lead role in flood emergency response, and the OPW 

resources and equipment was made available to the LAs on a first come first served basis. During 

this emergency work, a number of seasonal staff were employed to augment the OPW resources on 

the ground. 

 

Regional updates were also provided in support of the OPW briefings to the NECG. OPW regional 

staff were available on a full time basis to liaise, and deal with requests from elected representatives 

referred via the Office of the Minster of State. Both the President and the Minister of State were 

accompanied to a number of locations that flooded. OPW regional staff provided data and expertise 

to Cork County Council to assist decision making on the flood warning system in Mallow. Assistance 

was also provided to a team in Fermoy dealing with the mobilisation and erection of flood barriers, 

as this was the first time these defences were deployed to this particular level. 

 

Though the Arterial Drainage schemes were not primarily designed to provide flood relief to 

property it is noteworthy that there was a very low incidence of property flooding in those 

catchments where these schemes are being maintained by the OPW: 
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Department of Social Protection 

Department of Social Protection (DSP) has an important role to play in assisting households in the 

immediate aftermath of flooding. 

 

The Humanitarian Assistance Scheme, operated by that Department, is available to assist people 

whose homes are damaged by severe flooding and who are not in a position to meet costs for 

essential needs, household items and in some instances structural repair. The means test 

assessment for Humanitarian Assistance is more generous than that applied under means tested 

Social Welfare payments in general.  Assistance can be provided to non-Social Welfare recipients and 

people on higher incomes can receive some support under the scheme. 

 

The scheme is administered by DSP’s local Community Welfare Service (CWS) staff who are highly 

trained and experienced in providing financial supports, including immediate emergency supports, 

to people experiencing difficult and often unexpected circumstances throughout their lives. As part 

of the emergency response CWS staff provide reassurance to householders that financial support is 

available and are proactive in assessing and meeting the demand for assistance by the public 

through making contact with people affected, undertaking home visits and establishing emergency 

clinics as necessary.   

 

In dealing with emergency events of this nature, the DSP generally adopts a three stage approach as 

follows:  

 

 Stage 1 is to provide emergency income support payments (food, essential clothing and 

personal items) in the immediate aftermath of the event.  A relatively small amount of 

financial assistance is provided initially with payments generally ranging from €100 to €500 

depending on family size. Payments can also be made, for example, towards the cost of 

hiring dehumidifiers and costs of fuel to heat homes etc.  

 Stage 2 generally involves the replacement of white goods, basic furniture items and other 

essential household items. It is not until the flood water abates and houses dry out that the 

full extent of the damage to homes will become known.  

 Stage 3 is to identify what longer term financial support or works are required. It could take 

several months before this stage of response commences and this involves a cross 

Departmental/Agency response. Works carried out can include plastering, dry-lining, 

relaying of floors, electrical re-wiring and painting.  Where appropriate, the Department 

would liaise with local authorities and the OPW. 

 

The scheme is demand led and there can be a time lag between the flooding event and actual claims 

for financial support.  Expenditure under the scheme increases significantly as houses dry out and 

the repair work gets underway. The Government has not set a limit on the amount that can be paid 

to an individual household under this scheme.  Levels of payment depend on the relative severity of 
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damage experienced and the household’s ability to meet these costs ensuring that the funding is 

appropriately targeted. There has been some €4 million spent under the scheme from 2009 to end 

2015.   

 

Assistance is not provided under the Humanitarian Assistance Scheme for losses which are covered 

by insurance or for commercial and business losses, losses covered by an insurance policy or any loss 

or damage to private rented accommodation or local authority accommodation. 

 

DSP Response to flooding event December 2015/January 2016 

In early December 2015, DSP immediately activated the Humanitarian Assistance Scheme in 

response to the severe flooding being experienced to provide the necessary supports to 

householders. The scale and extent of the flooding experienced over this period impacted right 

across the country.  

 

The National Emergency Coordination Group for Flooding ensured that the necessary information 

was provided to relevant Departments and Agencies and the coordinated efforts between these 

organisations at both national and local level was key to the provision of swift supports to affected 

people. DSP officials attended the daily meetings of the National Emergency Coordination Group 

(NECG) on Flooding and contributed to the interagency response.  

 

The issue of accurate, timely information is key and the availability of the Department's 

Humanitarian Assistance scheme was updated on the welfare.ie website homepage, including 

Divisional contact details, and this information was also circulated to Oireachtas members.  

 

The NECG prepared a summary and information leaflet advising the public of the various 

Government supports available (finalised on 8 January 2016) – following some reports that there 

was confusion by the public.  DSP engaged with An Post which provided assistance in the distribution 

of the NCG leaflets. The Citizens Information Board (CIB) also provided information updates through 

the citzensinformation.ie website.  

 

The situation in all affected areas was monitored and CWS staff engaged with the local authorities, 

the Gardaí and other emergency personnel to ensure supports were being provided to those 

affected as swiftly as possible. CWS staff remained on standby during the event to open emergency 

clinics as required. CWS staff held emergency clinics in towns as required, including in counties Clare, 

Galway, Mayo, Kilkenny, Westmeath and Tipperary.  

  

In the immediate aftermath of the flooding, payments mainly covered essential clothing, food, 

toiletries, meals for families relocated to emergency accommodation and fuel costs.  As the flooding 

receded, the number of claims increased and included payments towards more substantial 

household items including the replacement of furniture and longer term financial supports.  
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Records to September 2016 show that 56% (312) of households received payments totalling 

between €100 and €1,000. A further 31% (174) of households received payments between €1,001 

and €5,000. In 14% (76) households payments have issued over €5,000. These figures will change as 

payments are made in cases involving structural repairs. The scheme is demand led and there is a 

time lag between the flooding event and actual claims for financial support.  

 

DSP has awarded a contract for the provision of loss adjusting services in respect of the 

humanitarian assistance scheme to support the assessment of damage to individual households in 

cases where structural repairs are necessary and the cost is estimated in excess of €5,000. Some 60 

cases were referred to the loss adjustors as part of the assessment process.  

 

CWS staff continue to engage with a small number of affected people in the provision of the 

necessary longer term supports after houses have dried out covering the replacement of furniture 

and white goods and in some cases structural repairs.  DSP continues to engage with the local 

authorities and other agencies during this process to ensure a consistent and coordinated 

Government approach.  

 

The Humanitarian Assistance scheme is well established and can be activated immediately which 

provides for immediate support to households. The Department is reviewing the scheme guidelines 

prior to winter 2016 to ensure that the experience gained during the winter 2015 flooding event is 

incorporated into the guidance to officers.  
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Table 7: Humanitarian Assistance expenditure by County 

(December 2015 – September 2016) 

 

County Number of Households Total paid 

CLARE 20 €25,000 

CORK 78 €281,000 

GALWAY 162 €258,000 

KERRY 12 €33,000 

KILKENNY 24 €58,000 

LIMERICK 18 €123,000 

MAYO 43 €246,000 

OFFALY 13 €70,000 

ROSCOMMON 19 €123,000 

SLIGO 17 €34,000 

TIPPERARY 45 €107,000 

WESTMEATH 50 €150,000 

WICKLOW 12 €38,000 

Counties with less than 10 households: 

Carlow, Cavan, Donegal, Kildare, Laois, 

Leitrim, Longford, Louth, Meath, Monaghan, 

Waterford, Wexford 48 €231,000 

Total 561 €1,777,000 

 

 

Scheme of Assistance for Businesses  

On 8 December 2015, in response to the flood damage caused by Storm Desmond to many small 

businesses, the Government decided to allocate a fund of €5 million to be distributed as emergency 

assistance for small businesses that were unable to secure flood insurance and experienced flood 

damage to their business premises.  

 

Due to the urgency of the situation, the Government decided that the money for the scheme should 

be allocated through the Department of Defence to the Irish Red Cross on an exceptional once-off 

basis. The Government agreed that the approach to any future similar event needed to be re-

appraised.  

 

The criteria included that the business must have been trading at the time of the flood and the 

business must have been flooded during the period 4th December 2015 and 17th December 2015. 
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The scheme provided a once-off ex-gratia contribution towards the costs of returning business 

premises to their pre-flood condition including the replacement of flooring, fixtures and fittings and 

damaged stock. 

  

The scheme was designed to meet Government requirements for funding support to be provided to 

applicants as quickly as possible and had two stages: 

 

1. The first stage was intended to provide an immediate contribution of up to €5,000 per 

property, depending on the scale of damage incurred. 

2. In the event that the business incurred significant damages above €5,000, the second stage 

provided a means to seek further support up to a maximum contribution of €20,000 per 

property. €5,000 was paid immediately following a quick verification process undertaken 

with the assistance of the local authorities. The outstanding balance was paid following a 

detailed assessment of the application undertaken by assessors appointed by the Irish Red 

Cross. 

 

On the 5 January 2016, the Government decided to extend the scheme to include the impacts of the 

storms in late December 2015 and early January 2016. The Government also extended the scheme 

to allow community, voluntary and sporting bodies to make an application for emergency 

humanitarian support where their premises were damaged by the flooding in December 2015 – 

January 2016. 

 

The scheme remained open for businesses and groups to apply for assistance until 21 February 

2016. Payments totalling around €3.1m were made to 357  small businesses, community, voluntary 

and sporting organisations. The scheme has now closed.  

 

 

Schemes of Assistance for the Farming Community 

 

The Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine offered the following assistance measures in 

response to the recent severe flooding: 

 

Animal Welfare 

The Department’s Animal Welfare Helpline was operational for farmers in need of emergency 

support where there is potential for animal welfare issues e.g. the provision of emergency fodder.  

 

The Department relaxed a number of the rules around the Temporary Movement of Livestock where 

the welfare of lives of animals was threatened. Herd owners were advised to contact the Animal 

Welfare helpline or their local veterinary office for further details. The Department put in place 

special arrangements in the event of flooding of slurry tanks in severely flooded areas. Farmers were 
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advised to contact their local Department office for guidance.  A Teagasc Advisory Helpline was in 

place and farmers impacted by flooding were also advised to keep in touch with their Teagasc 

Adviser for advice. Under the Emergency Feed Provision, 158 farmers were approved for the supply 

of emergency fodder which amounted to 426 tonnes and the Department paid €98,945 to Co-

operatives for the supply of this fodder. 

 

Fodder Aid Scheme 2016 

A new scheme was launched to assist farmers who suffered fodder losses as a result of severe 

flooding during the months of December 2015 and January 2016. This support applied to the loss of 

silage, hay, straw and concentrates where there was evidence of damage caused by flooding and 

where the losses were not covered by insurance. On-farm visits were be undertaken by Department 

personnel to confirm the quantities of fodder lost due to the flooding.  The Department paid 328 

applicants a total of €656,569 under the Fodder Aid Scheme. 

 

DAFM Emergency Flood Damage Relief Measure 2016 

The Department implemented the 2016 Emergency Flood Damage Relief Measure to provide 

financial assistance to farmers in approved cases for the direct costs arising from instances of 

 Loss of livestock, 

 Damage to fixed agricultural structures and fittings, and  

 Necessary movement of livestock (excluding the cost of feed).   

 

In all these categories, compensation was only payable in cases where the cost to the applicant has 

been caused by the flooding in December 2015/January 2016 and all applications were subject to 

on-farm verification by the Department.  The Department paid 44 applicants a total of €93,550 

under the Emergency Flood Damage Relief Measure. 

 

Farm Inspections 

In the case of farm inspections where significant flooding was evident on farms, force majeure 

provisions provided in the EU Regulations were applied by Department Inspectors and sensitivity 

shown where flood damage was found e.g. fencing missing. 
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Conclusions 

 Local level response measures, led by the local authorities, were effective and were 

sustained over a very prolonged period. The protracted nature of this emergency put 

considerable pressure on response resources. The local level response was assisted by the 

Defence Forces, the OPW, and a range of voluntary emergency services including Civil 

Defence, the Irish Red Cross and Mountain Rescue.  

 Communities worked together with the Principal Response Agencies and the Voluntary 

Emergency Services throughout the flooding crisis.  

 Fewer properties were flooded than in the last severe flooding event in 2009 despite 

floodwaters being at a higher level in a number of situations. 

 Department of Social Protection activated the Humanitarian Assistance Scheme in response 

to the severe flooding to provide a range of necessary material supports to householders. 

 An emergency humanitarian scheme, administered by the Irish Red Cross, was developed to 

provide financial support for small businesses, community, voluntary and sporting 

organisations who experienced flood damage to their premises. The Minister for Defence 

agreed that the Department of Defence, on an exceptional once off basis, would coordinate 

the Government’s input to the scheme. There is now a requirement to consider which 

Department or Agency would provide the Government’s input to any such funding scheme.   

 The Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine operated a range of assistance 

measures for the farming community affected by flooding. 

 National level structures and whole of Government approach worked effectively particularly 

in its key aims of supporting the frontline services and highlighting public safety issues and 

providing public information.   
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Recommendations 

 Pre-arranged assistance schemes of the type used in this flooding crisis for response and 

recovery measures should be put in place. The Humanitarian Assistance Scheme operated by 

the Department of Social Protection is well established and can be activated immediately 

which provides for immediate support to households. This scheme should be used as the 

template for the operation of other schemes. The administrative arrangements for schemes 

providing assistance to specific sectors should be devised by the relevant Departments in 

advance of any future flooding so that they can be activated quickly and efficiently by 

Government as the situation requires.  

 Local authorities should include information on premises and persons affected by flooding 

and premises evacuated for Local and National Emergency Coordination Groups in order to 

assist in aggregating a national picture of the impact of the flooding.  

 Arrangements for the deployment of the Defence Forces are set out in the Framework for 

Major Emergency Management and agreed procedures exist. Defence Forces assets and 

support is deployed in extreme situations where the PRAs own resources are overwhelmed. 

The PRAs requesting Defence Forces assistance should ensure that: Tasks to be carried out 

are clearly defined and Liaison Officers are in place for the duration of the Defence Forces 

deployment. It should be noted that when a national emergency occurs similar to 2016 that 

the allocation of Defence Forces personnel and equipment may be prioritised by the 

National Emergency Coordination Group based on the most urgent needs 

 The critical role of the CCMA/LGMA in the collation of data from the local authorities is 

recognised and should be further developed as part of the MEM Review. 

 Examples of where the community response was well integrated with the response by the 

PRAs should be captured and used to shape a generic approach that can be adopted 

harnessing the community response in the best way possible. This will be considered 

planned review of the Framework for Major Emergency Management referred to in 

Chapter3 above.  

 A database of roads affected by flooding should be made available to the public. 
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6. Recovery Phase 

 

Assessment of Damage and Estimates of Cost of Repairs 

The Department of the Housing, Planning, Community and Local Government asked Local 

Authorities to compile an initial estimate of the damage caused to public infrastructure by the 

flooding and, also, the costs involved with the response and clean-up.  This initial estimate was 

compiled in January 2016 while the flooding was ongoing and were used in the planning of 

immediate recovery measures.  

 

The Department fulfilled an initial co-ordinating role in the compilation of this data however it was a 

matter for the various funding Departments to liaise directly with the local authorities in the 

assessment of the full extent of the infrastructural damage caused and to put in place any measures 

for the repair of this damage. In some cases the full extent of the damage was not known for several 

weeks or even months in some locations where the  flooding persisted.  

 

A further appraisal of capital and infrastructural damage was undertaken and considered by the 

relevant line Departments once the floods receded. The estimated infrastructural cost is in the order 

of €106m, with costs in terms of damage to the roads network being by far the most significant costs 

arising.  

 

Funding Response and Clean-Up Work 

Arrangements for the recoupment of unbudgeted local authority expenditure associated with the 

response to and clean-up after significant emergencies of all kinds has been in place since the 

commencement of the use of the Framework for Major Emergency Management, in which local 

authorities are designated as a Principal Response Agency. This approach was applied after the 

severe flooding of November 2009 and the two severe cold periods of January and December 2010 

and again with regard to the winter storms of 2013/2014.  

 

Local authorities incurred significant additional/unbudgeted exceptional costs in undertaking 

measures in response to the severity and protracted nature of both the flooding and post flooding 

clean-up works. These costs relate to staff costs including emergency related overtime, emergency 

materials and equipment, hire of plant and contractors and necessary immediate works, etc.  

  

The Department of Housing, Planning, Community and Local Government made funding of €18m 

available to assist Local Authorities in meeting these exceptional costs that they could not meet from 

within their existing resources; to date the Department has received claims from 28 local authorities 

and have recouped €17.720m.  €6.354m of this funding was made available at the height of the 

flooding in late December 2015 and was vital in maintaining the continuity of the local authority 

response related activities when resources are customarily stretched at year end. 
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Table 9: TITLE 

 

Local Authority Amount Recouped Euro (€) 

Carlow County Council 313,572.34 

Cavan County Council 132,654.00 

Clare County Council 900,000.00 

Cork City Council 297,000.00 

Cork County Council 1,807,754.00 

Donegal County Council 963,300.54 

Fingal County Council 6,800.00 

Galway City Council 39,387.00 

Galway County Council 3,098,912.00 

Kerry County Council 535,226.00 

Kildare County Council 59,071.58 

Kilkenny County Council 407,500.00 

Laois County Council 145,935.80 

Leitrim County Council 772,480.00 

Limerick City and County Council 883,179.13 

Louth County Council 184,217.00 

Longford County Council 446,270.70 

Mayo County Council 1,393,000.00 

Meath County Council 79,755.00 

Monaghan County Council 141,732.25 

Offaly County Council 427,067.08 

Roscommon County Council 886,343.04 

Sligo County Council 421,816.00 

Tipperary County Council 781,857.00 

Waterford City and County Council 656,958.00 

Westmeath County Council 1,222,774.00 

Wexford County Council 217,000.00 

Wicklow County Council 499,000.00 

 

Total 

 

€17,720,562.46 

 

 

 

Transport Infrastructure 

In the aftermath of the severe weather, the Department of Housing, Planning, Community and Local 

Government took the lead in responding to the immediate needs of Local Authorities arising from 

the storms and flooding.  DHPCLG also sought submissions from Local Authorities setting out both 

the estimated short-term costs and the costs related to damage to infrastructure, including 

transport.   
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The Government decided in January 2016 to allocate €106m to assist in the repair of storm and flood 

damage to transport infrastructure - this decision was taken on foot of initial estimates from local 

authorities of the cost of repairs. Following the Government decision, the Department of Transport, 

Tourism and Sport requested local authorities to submit an immediate list of proposed road repair 

works by the 5th February 2016. It was indicated to local authorities that funding would be allocated 

in 2 tranches with the initial allocation facilitating local authorities to start repairs as quickly as 

possible and the allocation of a 2nd tranche in May intended to allow some time for the further 

investigation and evaluation of proposed works, for example in relation to bridges.  

 

Following receipt and consideration of the returns received from local authorities, on the 18 

February the Department announced €85 million in grant allocations to assist local authorities in 

commencing repairs on regional and local roads. Local authorities were informed that the 

Department of Public Expenditure and Reform, in approving the additional funding for repair works, 

had stipulated that the monies involved would have to be drawn down this year and for that reason 

works listed in returns for implementation in 2017 could not be considered for funding. Local 

authorities were also informed that it was very important for them to plan their work programmes 

so that funding could be fully drawn down by the 30th November 2016.  

 

Local authorities had until the 29th April 2016 to submit a second return in relation to additional 

works on regional and local roads. Following the second submission, the Department again assessed 

the proposals received from Councils across the country and made top-up severe weather 

allocations in May 2016 amounting to €9 million.  

 

In addition an €8 million allocation was provided to Transport Infrastructure Ireland for works on 

national roads damaged as a result of the storms and flooding, and a further €8 million was allocated 

to Irish Rail for repairs to damaged rail infrastructure. This meant that a total of €110 million was 

made available for repair works necessitated by severe weather in respect of the Transport sector 

and this included €14 million from the regional and local roads allocations to supplement the extra 

€96 million which is being made available by the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform. 

 

Rail Network 

Out of the total of €106m allocated by Government for repair works to transport infrastructure 

necessitated by the storms and flooding, €8m was allocated to Iarnród Éireann for repairs to the rail 

network. The most urgent works to be undertaken with this funding include works to address coastal 

erosion at the Morrough in Wicklow, Rosslare Harbour dredging works, embankment stabilisation 

repairs and bridge and culvert repairs. 
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OPW Capital Programme 

The Office of Public Works (OPW) has continued with its Flood Relief Capital Programme in 2016. 

This Programme has seen the construction of 37 major flood defence schemes throughout the 

country at a cost of €280m since 1996 and has resulted in over 7,000 properties receiving flood 

protection. Another 5,000 properties have been provided with flood protection from the Minor 

Flood Mitigation Works and Coastal Protection Scheme under which the OPW provides funding to 

Local Authorities to undertake works of a more minor nature up to a limit of €0.5million for each 

project. Funding of €37m has been approved to the Local Authorities under this Scheme for over 570 

projects. 

 

The Government has also committed to increased expenditure for flood relief activities of €430m in 

the period 2016-2021 with the annual budget allocation rising from €45m to €100m by 2021. 

Already this year, works have commenced on five  major flood relief schemes with another two 

expected to commence before the end of the year. In addition, design and planning is ongoing on 

another 23 schemes which will all be advanced to construction over the next 3-4 years. The largest 

scheme ever to be undertaken in the country will start construction next year in Cork City.  

 

The OPW expended €48.39m in 2015 on its capital flood relief activities and it expects to spend in 

the region of €50m in 2016 in the area. Major construction works are being undertaken in Bray, Co 

Wicklow, Ennis Co Clare, Waterford City, River Dodder, Dublin, Claregalway and Dunkellin Co 

Galway, South Campshires Dublin, Foynes Co. Limerick along with Bandon and Skibbereen in Co 

Cork. OPW's current Capital Programme of flood relief projects is expected to cost in the region of 

€350m to implement in the next five years by which time all the schemes in the current Programme 

should have been commenced. 

 

OPW Catchment Flood Risk Assessment and Management Programme (CFRAM) 

The Catchment Flood Risk Assessment and Management Programme (CFRAM) is nearing completion 

with good progress being made towards finalising 29 Flood Risk Management Plans at the end of 

2016 with all Draft Plans now issued for public consultation. The Plans will set out proposals for 

dealing with the flood risk in the 300 areas identified at potentially significant risk from flooding 

throughout the country. Once the Plans are finalised, a priority list of schemes will be put in place to 

be advanced to detailed design and construction over the next few years. 

 

National Flood Forecasting and Warning Service 

The Government decided in January 2016 to establish a National Flood Forecasting and Alert 

Warning Service and a Steering Group has been put in place to manage its implementation. A draft 

outline implementation plan for the first stage has been prepared and agreed. 
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OPW Inter-Departmental Flood Policy Coordination Group 

The Interdepartmental Flood Policy Coordination Group, established in 2006 to coordinate the 

implementation of all aspects and programmes arising from the recommendations of the Report of 

the Flood Policy Review Group  

Informed by the OPW's Flood Maps and the OPW's ten-year Flood Risk Management Plans the 

Terms of Reference for the Interdepartmental Flood Policy Coordination Group, reconvened by 

Government in July 2015 are to:  

 

 Explore the impact on individuals and communities of the OPW's Flood Risk Management 

Plans, 

 Recommend to Government policies and measures that would reduce the impact of flood 

risks on individuals and communities,  

 Recommend to Government policies and measures that would support individuals and 

communities to be prepared and respond effectively to flood risks,  

 Identify the lead Department and/or agency for each recommended policy measure; and  

 Estimate the financial and other resource implications of their recommendations.  

 

 The Government on 26th January 2016 agreed the interim report of Interdepartmental Flood Policy 

Coordination Group. The interim report reflected the flood events in Winter 2015/2016. The final 

report has been aligned to the publication between July and September 2016 of the draft Flood Risk 

Management Plans.   

  

The Group is co-ordinating Ireland’s whole of Government approach to flood risk management 

across three strategic and policy areas: 

 

 Prevention  e.g. avoiding construction in flood-prone areas. 

 Protection  e.g. taking feasible measures, both structural and non-structural, to reduce 

the likelihood and impact of floods. 

 Preparedness    e.g. informing the public about dealing with flood risk and a flood event.  

 

 

Conclusions 

 Funding of €18m was made available by the DHPCLG for local authorities to enable them to 

recoup the additional, unbudgeted costs they incurred in responding to the flooding and in 

the post flooding clean up works. 

 Through the OPW Major Works Capital Programme and Minor Works Scheme flood 

defences have been put in place in many flood prone areas. These flood defences proved to 

be very effective in preventing flooding with further investment of €430m planned in other 

areas over period to 2021. 
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7. Summary Conclusions 

1. Winter 2015/2016 was the wettest winter ever recorded in Ireland with rainfall totals at 

189% of normal. 

2. Public information in terms of the issuing of severe weather warnings and these warnings 

being heeded by the public was regarded as successful. The new storm naming system is 

considered to have greatly assisted in further raising public awareness and improving public 

safety.  

3. The floods of winter 2015/2016 are considered to be the worst on record. The first flood 

events during the period were witnessed in the North-West on 15 November 2015 and the 

last flood peaks occurred on 5 January 2016 along the middle and lower Shannon. As a 

result, many parts of the country were in a state of sustained flood emergency for almost 

two months.  

4. Flooding resulting from storm Abigail was concentrated on the north-west counties, 

especially in Donegal and Sligo.  Storm Desmond contributed to flooding primarily to west of 

the Shannon, while Storm Frank contributed to flooding east and south-east of the Shannon 

and along the Shannon itself. A number of major flood events were experienced in the 

south-east of the country with the Nore, Suir, Barrow, and Slaney catchments worst 

affected.  

5. Flooding was of three types: Pluvial flooding which resulted directly from intense and 

prolonged rainfall; Fluvial flooding which resulted from swollen rivers overtopping their 

banks. Fluvial flooding can often be slow to rise and slow to recede as was seen along the 

River Shannon and its catchments, and; Flooding from groundwater sources such that which 

occurred in the turlough areas and which persisted long after flooding receded in other 

areas. 

6. Severe weather emergency protocols in place in all PRAs and underpinned by the 

Framework for Major Emergency Management are considered to have worked effectively.  

7. The Department of Housing, Planning, Community and Local Government is the Lead 

Government Department for the response to severe weather emergencies. The Lead 

Government Department model is considered effective for the management of this kind of 

weather emergency at a national level. 

8. The OPW plays a central role in flood risk assessment and mitigation measures in its role as 

lead State Agency for flood prevention and flood mitigation.  

9. The most acute impacts of the flooding were to homes and businesses that were damaged 

by floodwaters and others that were cut off some for extended periods of time. 
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10. Transport infrastructure was severely disrupted particularly the roads network with many 

roads becoming impassable. Extensive damage to the roads network also occurred. 

11. Agriculture was also affected with some farmyards and many thousands of hectares of 

farmland flooded. 

12. The ESB manages several major river catchments that were affected by flooding namely the 

Shannon, Lee, Liffey and Erne. Throughout the flooding ESB staff were in daily contact with 

the various Local Authorities along the rivers and with the Rivers Agency in Northern Ireland 

in relation to the Erne.  This close coordination at all levels helped Local Authorities to 

respond in a timely manner to areas at risk. 

13. Local level response measures, led by the local authorities, were effective and were 

sustained over a very prolonged period. The protracted nature of this emergency put 

considerable pressure on response resources. The local level response was assisted by the 

Defence Forces and a range of voluntary emergency services including Civil Defence, the Irish 

Red Cross and Mountain Rescue.  

14. Communities worked together with the Principal Response Agencies and the Voluntary 

Emergency Services throughout the flooding crisis.  

15. Fewer properties were flooded than in the last severe flooding event in 2009 despite 

floodwaters being at a higher level in a number of situations. 

16. Department of Social Protection activated the Humanitarian Assistance Scheme in response 

to the severe flooding to provide a range of necessary material supports to householders. 

17. An emergency humanitarian scheme, administered by the Irish Red Cross, was developed to 

provide financial support for small businesses, community, voluntary and sporting 

organisations who experienced flood damage to their premises. The Minister for Defence 

agreed that the Department of Defence, on an exceptional once off basis, would coordinate 

the Government’s input to the scheme. There is now a requirement to consider which 

Department or Agency would provide the Government’s input to any such future scheme.  

18. The Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine operated a range of assistance 

measures for the farming community affected by flooding. 

19. National level structures and whole of Government approach worked effectively particularly 

in its key aims of supporting the frontline services and highlighting public safety issues and 

providing public information.   

20. Funding of €18m was made available by the DHPCLG for local authorities to enable them to 

recoup the additional, unbudgeted costs they incurred in responding to the flooding and in 

the post flooding clean up works. 
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21. Through the OPW Capital Programme and Minor Works Scheme flood defences have been 

put in place in many flood prone areas. These flood defences proved to be very effective in 

preventing flooding with further investment of €430m planned in other areas over the 

period to 2021.   
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8. Summary Recommendations 

1. Met Éireann colour coded weather warning system, while very effective from a public 

information perspective in raising awareness of severe weather, might be further developed 

to provide more detailed and accurate information for public bodies and public service 

providers, for example transport operators.  

2. The existing systems and arrangements for flood forecasting and warning should continue to 

be maintained as an interim measure pending the development of a National Flood 

Forecasting and Warning Service. 

3. Each Local Authority should be enabled to have direct access to the EFAS web portal so that 

they can access more detailed, timely and improved information concerning EFAS 

forecasting events and to gain an improved understanding of any associated EFAS Flood 

Notifications.  

4. While the Framework for Major Emergency Management is seen as effective in 

underpinning the coordination of the response last winter, the National Steering Group has 

decided that it will be reviewed with a view to incorporating learning points from recent 

severe weather emergencies to further enhance inter-agency co-operation in response 

related activities. 

5. Local authorities should activate their flood plans at the earliest opportunity including the 

activation of flood response teams/crisis management teams. Local authorities should also 

activate inter-agency arrangements including local coordination groups which should meet 

on a daily basis where flooding is a serious threat or response issue. 

6. It is recommended that local authorities give more public visibility to their coordination work 

so that the public know who to contact and how if they need to during an emergency. 

7. Measures should be considered to further enhance the dissemination of public information 

in the lead up to severe weather emergencies to strengthen individual preparedness and 

improve public safety. 

8. Local authority flood plans should be reviewed and further developed to reflect the 

experiences of the most recent flooding, and taking account of the OPW CFRAM flood maps. 

9. Community engagement in terms of resilience to emerging situations participation in the 

response to events should be included in the review of the Framework for Major Emergency 

Management.  

10. National Steering Group for MEM to publish and update Flooding Response Protocol to take 

account of the experience of 2015-2016 flooding. 

11. Targeted information and alerts should be provided for those most at risk of flooding. 
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12. The local level coordination and response while seen as effective, should be made more 

visible to improve public communication and public safety. 

13. Local Authority Severe Weather Teams should review their arrangements for convening and 

maintaining operations throughout a prolonged emergency. 

14. 2-way video conferencing between Local Coordination Centres and National Coordination 

Centre should be utilised to enable more effective communication, information sharing and 

real time situational awareness. 

15. The use of ICT should be enhanced in sharing information between local/regional and 

national level including the development of an electronic Information Management System. 

16. The use of websites, social media and SMS services in providing information to the public 

during major emergencies should be further enhanced.  

17. Issues related to safety of staff of emergency response organisations should be reviewed to 

ensure that an appropriate level of response can be maintained while complying with 

relevant legislative requirements. The outcome of this review should be adopted as national 

policy and included with revised Framework for Major Emergency Management. 

18. Standardised reporting templates for reporting from Local level to national level should be 

developed.  

19. Local authorities and other response agencies should review the need to acquire additional 

specialised equipment and make provision for appropriate phased purchases where 

necessary. 

20. Pre-arranged assistance schemes of the type used in this flooding crisis for response and 

recovery measures should be put in place. The Humanitarian Assistance Scheme operated by 

the Department of Social Protection is well established and can be activated immediately 

which provides for immediate support to households. This scheme should be used as the 

template for the operation of other schemes. The administrative arrangements for schemes 

providing assistance to specific sectors should be devised by the relevant Departments in 

advance of any future flooding so that they can be activated quickly and efficiently by 

Government as the situation requires.  

21. Local authorities should prioritise the collection of information on premises and persons 

affected by flooding and premises evacuated for Local and National Coordination Groups in 

order to assist in aggregating a national picture of the impact of the flooding.  

22. Arrangements for the deployment of the Defence Forces are set out in the Framework for 

Major Emergency Management and agreed procedures exist. Defence Forces assets and 

support is deployed in extreme situations where the PRAs own resources are overwhelmed. 
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The PRAs requesting Defence Forces assistance should ensure that: Tasks to be carried out 

are clearly defined and Liaison Officers are in place for the duration of the Defence Forces 

deployment. It should be noted that when a national emergency occurs similar to 2016 that 

the allocation of Defence Forces personnel and equipment may be prioritised by the 

National Coordination Group based on the most urgent needs 

23. The critical role of the CCMA/LGMA in the collation of data from the local authorities is 

recognised and should be further developed as part of the MEM Review. 

24. Examples of where the community response was well integrated with the response by the 

PRAs should be captured and used to shape a generic approach that can be adopted 

harnessing the community response in the best way possible. This will be considered 

planned review of the Framework for Major Emergency Management referred to in 

Chapter3 above.  

25. Local authorities should make available their list of roads affected by flooding. 
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Appendix A 

Details of Areas Worst Affected by Flooding and Response Measures Taken 

 

Carlow County Council 

 

 Inter-Agency teleconference held in December to assess Regional preparedness and 

arrangements for regional response if required. 

 Meeting of Local Severe Weather coordination committee, as per norm pre-Christmas. 

Following this meeting, twice daily updates were sent from LA to AGS, with further 

communication as necessary. 

 Twice daily updates also given to LGMA, Local Radio, AA Roadwatch etc, including over 

Christmas and New Year period. 

 Normal out-of-hours call service available throughout the period. Calls filtered for attention 

by Area staff as appropriate. 

 Rainfall recorded for December 2015 at Oakpark Weather Station, Carlow was 3 times the 

monthly mean. 

 During December 2015 the level of the River Barrow in Carlow rose by 1.5m.  

 OPW river level gauges on the Barrow at Carlow Town and upstream of Graiguenamanagh 

recorded their highest ever levels on the 30th Dec. while the OPW gauge at Royal Oak 

recorded its 2nd highest level ever on the 31st Dec. 

 The River Slaney rose and dropped many times during the course of the month, in tandem 

with the occurrence of each rainfall event. 

 The River Burren also reached peak levels and provided cause for concern, particularly in 

Carlow Town, close to its confluence with the River Barrow. 

 Flood defence measures, constructed in recent years at Carlow Town and Tullow, achieved 

their objectives. There is no doubt that serious flooding of property would have been 

experienced in each of the towns had these works not been undertaken. 

 Flooding of property and roads, from the River Barrow, did occur at St.Mullins, Tinnahinch, 

Muinebheag, Leighlinbridge, Fonthill and Athy Rd (at the County Boundary with Kildare). 

 Until the 26th December, the major impact of the extreme rainfall was on the road network, 

with significant damage experienced due to flooding of surface water and streams / 

tributaries. Council crews were on constant alert, dealing with localised situations and and 

arranging road diversions as appropriate. 

 The period after 26th December saw significant daily rainfall which had a cumulative effect 

on the levels of rivers, streams and water tables on lands adjoins the road network. The 

Council strove to assist in protecting property by providing sandbags and pumping to contain 

flood waters. Pumps were maintained 24hrs a day. 

 Civil Defence personnel were mobilised on a number of occasions to provide assistance to LA 

staff when required. 
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 Regular liaison with the Defence Forces in Kilkenny to have their personnel on stand by to 

assist when required. 

 Property damage was caused at St.Mullins, Tinnahinch, Muinebheag, Fonthill from the River 

Barrow, at Carlow Town from the River Burren and at Clonegal from the River Slaney. 

Residents at St.Mullins and Tinnahinch had to evacuate from their properties. 

 There were individual flooding incidents in many locations around the county. These arose 

for a number of reasons: 

- the receiving drains were already overloaded and could not take additional water 

run-off, 

- the road level was underneath the adjoining lands, which were saturated, resulting 

in water flowing onto the road, 

- many open drains through farmlands had not been maintained enough to allow 

water to drain off the roads 

- open drains which had been closed by property owners in developing sites, or piped 

with undersized pipes, caused back-up of water onto roads. 

 

Cavan County Council 

 

 The worst affected areas were Eonish, Inishconnell, Drumard, Quivvy, Clonloskan, Derries 

Upper & Lower, Killyvalley, Farranseer, Derries (Gowna), Legaland, Monery, Drummullan, 

Corgarve and Clonandra .  

 71 Roads closed or damaged due to floods 

 65 Council staff involved in the relief effort 

 5 evacuated residential dwellings 

 12 residential dwellings damaged by flooding 

 6 business premises affected by flooding 

 

Responses included: 

 Maintaining the relief effort for residents left stranded by flooded roads. 

 Providing transport by boat to those that needed it and delivering supplies to those stuck at 

their homes.  

 The supply and distribution of sandbags to all areas where they were required.  

 All the 50 plus flooded roads were monitored and signage amended as appropriate.  

  Minor repairs to roads where scour damage have left them in hazardous conditions.  

 Clearance of culverts where debris has built up that might lead to further flooding.  

 Assist in the evacuation of families from their homes and temporarily re-homing them 

where required 

 Deployment of between 65 and 70 Outdoor and Engineering staff to deal with flood relief 

during this period and the deployment of the Civil Defence volunteers and Cavan Fire 

Services. 
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Clare County Council 

 

 A total of 233 mm of rainfall was recorded at Shannon Airport through the month of 

December – this was the second highest monthly rainfall in 30 years. 

 The highest recorded monthly rainfall over the past 30 years was in November, 2009 – 263 

mm.  The rainfall during the previous month (October 2009) was 87 mm – implying a total 

over the two months of 350 mm. 

 The rainfall through November, 2015 was 191 mm – implying a total rainfall for the last two 

months of 2015 of 424 mm – significantly greater than the total for November, 2009 and the 

month prior to it. 

 The mean rainfall for December over the past 30 years has been just over 104 mm. 

 Over the first 13 days of December a total of 125 mm of rainfall was recorded i.e. a total of 

53% of the month’s rainfall fell during the first 42% of the month – during a month when the 

second highest monthly rainfall in 30 years was recorded and following on from the month 

of November when a well above average rainfall also occurred.   

 Going into December, water tables were very high and by December 13th following two 

extreme rainfall events over two consecutive week-ends, land saturation was at 100%, all 

drainage systems (both natural and constructed) were full and many had surcharged and 

overflowed causing very serious and widespread flooding throughout the public road 

network, to private properties in several locations and widespread inundation of land in 

most parts of the county.    

 Flood levels at Springfield, Clonlara exceeded the 2009 record, most probably due to a 

combination of flows from the Shannon and Mulcaire rivers. 

 Small river catchments throughout the county had surcharged – most notably in the Ennis 

Area where the contribution of the swollen Claureen River to the rising river Fergus resulted 

in highest levels through the town since November, 2009 and the surcharged Edenvale 

stream caused inundation within and around St. Flannan’s College and its environs. 

 Extensive flooding of roads throughout the county – many of these roads had to be closed to 

traffic including a number of strategic routes. 

 Most flooded roads became clear quickly and roads which had been closed due to depth of 

flooding recovered more slowly over the following few days with a number of exceptions 

which remained closed for periods varying from several days to several weeks – the most 

notable being the N67 at Mortyclough near the Galway border.   

 Small flooded river catchments generally abated within a couple of days as did associated 

property flooding threats.   

 The main focus of flooding after December 13th was around the situations in Springfield, 

Clonlara and Ennis and its environs. 

 Approximately 150 Clare County Council core staff were involved during each of the periods 

when an escalated response was required – this does not include Fire Service and Civil 

Defence personnel who were available and active on the ground throughout all three 

escalated periods. 

 Outside of periods of escalated response, 10 to 20 staff were on duty on a daily basis, 

including through Christmas and the New Year carrying out routine monitoring duties, 
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repairs where necessary, managing and maintaining temporary pumping regimes etc 

 

 Support from the Defence Forces was initially called in to the Springfield area on Tuesday, 

December 8th.   

 Numbers escalated to a maximum of 65 over the week-end of December 13th – divided 

approximately on a 50/50 basis between Springfield and Ennis.   

 Numbers of Defence Forces and Navy Reserve personnel on duty in Springfield varied 

through the course of 4 weeks from minimal on occasions to the aforementioned maximum. 

 

Cork City Council 

 

 At a total of 402.2mm, rainfall at Cork Airport was the highest monthly total for December 

since the station opened in 1962.  

 In all, a total of 20 meetings of either the Flood Assessment Team or the Flood Response 

Group were convened between 04 December and 03 January. 

 The areas most directly affected by flooding were Carrigrohane and the Docklands.  

Blackpool and the western end of Cork City faced significant threats. 

 

On foot of ESB advice on 07 December that discharge levels from the Inniscarra Dam were being 

increased to 180m3 per second, the Cork City Flood Emergency response plan was formally activated 

and the Flood Assessment Team was convened. This Level 2 alert status was not reduced until 05 

January 2016. 

 

In the early hours of 30 December, the ESB issued an ETHANE Message indicating that the discharge 

level was being increased to 250m3  per second, raising the Flood Alert to Level 3.  The Inter Agency 

Flood Response Group was convened and met on three occasions on 30 December. Flooding 

resulted on the Carrigrohane Road and Lee Road, resulting in significant traffic diversions. One 

business site was flooded and access to the Halting Site (12 units) was restricted. The City Council, 

with the assistance of the Defence Forces, put in place facilities to allow residents to access and 

egress the Halting Site on Carrigrohane Road. Flood sacs were distributed to occupiers of vulnerable 

properties and householders in the Carrigrohane/ Victoria Cross area.   

 

The Fire Service provided assistance to the County Fire Service on a number of occasions in locations 

such as Glanmire, Midleton and Glounthane.  The Swift Water Rescue Team were deployed on the 

night of 29th December to rescue a number of motorists who had become trapped in their vehicles 

by flood waters. 

 

On the night of 01 January forecast lower Lee catchment rainfall prompted putting an evacuation 

plan in place.  Activation was avoided due to less actual rainfall and reduction in outflow from 

reservoirs. 

 

Significant inter-agency cooperation, close monitoring and effective management contributed to 

ensuring that the city did not experience the extent of flooding suffered elsewhere.  The 
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vulnerability of areas was evident and underlined the importance of ensuring implementation of the 

Lower Lee Flood Scheme and flood works in Blackpool. 

 

Cork County Council 

 Cork County experienced some extreme localised rainfall events between Friday 4th and 

Sunday 6th December.  

 The ESB recorded 199 mm of rainfall at its rain guage at Gougane Barra in that period.  

 Cork County Council initiated its flood response at 11.00 am on the 4th December. 

 Met Éireann reported triple the normal rainfall in many parts of the country for the month 

of December 2015. They have advised that the wettest conditions were experienced in 

County Cork where nearly all stations reported over 300% of Long Term Average/LTA. 

Roche’s Point reported its highest rainfall (342% of LTA) for December since 1955. The 

rainfall measured at Cork Airport for the period 4th December 2015 to 3rd January 2016 was 

461mm which compares with a combined three month expected winter average of 370mm 

(i.e. 123mm/month).   

 In addition three winter storms affected County Cork in December; Storm Desmond (4th and 

5th), Storm Eva (23rd), Storm Frank (29th and 30th). The highest national 10‐minute wind 

speed was recorded at Sherkin Island, Co Cork (55 knots or 102 km/h) on the 30th.  

 The significant rainfall from these events resulted in wet conditions across the county, high 

rivers and reduced capacity for drainage. These conditions were exacerbated further by 

persistent heavy precipitation experienced from the 24th to 26th December and heavy 

rainfall associated with Storm Frank on the 29th December 2015 leading to local flooding 

across the county during the period 29th to 31st December. 

 

Donegal County Council 

 

 Formal request made to the Defence Forces for the deployment of personnel and 

equipment including lorries, sand bags etc. for deployment as was required during 5th 

December. 

 Ongoing engagement took place between the Director of Emergency Services / Chief Fire 

Officer and the Defence Forces during Saturday 5th December and running into Sunday 6th 

December as the focus of their response moved from the Ballybofey/Stranorlar area to the 

Lifford and environs area as a result of flooding caused by breach of a tributary of the River 

Foyle into the surrounding area. 

 In conjunction with the Defence Forces on Saturday 5th December, Civil Defence deployed 

resources across the Finn Valley area in response to flooding and evacuation requests. 

 On Sunday 6th December where, following  flooding arising from a breach of a tributary to 

the River Foyle, and in association with unprecedented water levels in the River Finn/Foyle, 

a large area of the town of Lifford became flooded.   

 The Irish Coast Guard was requested to assist given their boating capacity and they assisted 

in evacuation and safety checking measures across various areas of Lifford.  This was in 

conjunction with a range of Fire Service deployment dealing with property flooding events in 
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and around the town of Lifford itself. 

 Based on warnings issued from the European Flood Awareness System (EFAS) and a Met 

Éireann Severe Weather Alert : 

o The alert was issued to each brigade. 

o Each of the 15 brigades was requested to pre-fill 200 sandbags. 

o Contact was made with the Civil Defence. 

o Contact was made with the Defence Forces at Finner Camp. 

o Contact was made with the Coast Guard. 

o A contingency plan was put in place to ensure that those Senior Officers not on the 

roster would be available to respond if required.  

o 4,000 sandbags were distributed with 200 issued to each station. 

 

 Over 2,000 sand bags were pre-filled ahead of the event and arrangements were made to 

acquire a further 12,000 immediately.  

 68 Water Service staff were deployed during the course of the flooding and all required 

plant, excavators and pumps were mobilised as required. 

 Advance preventative measures were undertaken by the Housing Service in a number of 

instances where there was a potential risk of flooding identified previously. Measures 

included checking and clearing drainage gullies. 

 

 

Dun Laoghaire – Rathdown County Council 

 While DLRCC did not experience any severe weather events during the Winter of 2015/2016, 

there were several localised issues. 

 Flood monitoring team assesses Met Éireann forecasts and decides whether to activate full 

Municipal Services resources in advance of severe event.  No such activation required during 

Winter period 2015/2106.   

 DLRCC has been proactive since the severe event in 2011 and has carried out risk 

assessments on all critical culvert trash screens.  A screen upgrade programme is nearing 

completion.  Several screens incorporate monitoring cameras. 

 The Drainage Operations Section reacts to every Met Éireann forecast and activates 

Operations teams as appropriate for the forecast event.  A system to record forecast alerts 

and associated activities is currently being established by Drainage Operations. 

 Since 2011 DLRCC has been upgrading problematic road gullies which were causing minor 

flooding issues. As a result flooding of properties in these areas has been reduced, with no 

occurrences during the relevant period this year 
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Galway City Council 

 Galway City Council did not activate its Flood Emergency Response Plan as the direct effects 

of the flooding on the city did not warrant such. However, Galway City Council managed the 

severe weather event under the structure of the Plan. 

 The primary indirect effect was in the loss of economic activity during the busy Christmas 

shopping period as many of the roads accessing the city were affected by flooding. 

 

Galway County Council 

 Galway County Council activated its Flood Emergency Response Plan and convened its Crisis 

Management Team which consisted of staff from the local authority, including those 

working in roads, housing and environment, the Gardaí, Fire Services, Civil Defence, HSE, the 

ESB and the Defence Forces. 

 An emergency telephone number was put in place for a period of two weeks for outside 

office hours calls in relation to flooding difficulties. 

 A swift response to the event was provided on the ground by the local area staff of Galway 

County Council, housing, environmental and outdoor workforce, along with assistance from 

the Fire Service, the Civil Defence and the Gardaí. 

 Galway County Council liaised with the OPW who provided information on river flood levels 

and flood predictions throughout the event. 

 There was good communication with the ESB engineering personnel in relation to flood level 

predictions along the Shannon catchment and advising with regard to the opening and 

closing of gates to control the flow of water. 

 The Defence Forces assisted and reinforced Councils local workforce resources on the 

ground where required through the provision and filling of sandbags in Craughwell, 

Ballinasloe and Portumna. 

 Local community involvement provided substantial assistance in particular to those living in 

isolated areas. 

 Since 2015 the Council has implemented the use of Arc GIS software which enabled it to 

create a centralized area to store and update information. This software was available to use 

on desktops, phones and tablets both on and off line. An ArcGIS app was set up which 

allowed locally based staff to upload flood details and office based staff added information 

about road closures. This information was combined on interactive maps and was 

immediately available to the public through a link on the Council website. 

 A large effort was placed on the emergency response to the severe flooding. The initial cost 

of the response included labour, hire and operation of machinery and materials. Following 

on from this there were extraordinary costs associated with the clean-up once flooding 

subsided. In South Galway, due to the unique landscape of the area, clean up continued into 

April 2016. 

 Following the flooding event in 2009 improvement works have been done at over 80 

locations to road drainage and culverts which ensured that the 2015 event had a less 

detrimental impact on households. 
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Kerry County Council: 

 

 250 staff in total mobilised throughout storm events in December and January, comprising 

100 outdoor operational staff including supervisory and technical professional staff, 30 

Retained Fire Services staff, 100 Civil Defence Volunteers assisted in structured rosters, and 

up to 20 senior staff involved in Emergency Management Team  

 All high risk areas were visited - properties and businesses called to or contacted to make 

them aware of storm and forecast.  

 High risk areas provided with supplies of sandbags for removal and deployment by public. 

 Road closure signs and numerous road diversions were put in place.  

 Pumps to prevent properties from flooding were also deployed at various locations 

throughout the county.  

 Local authority staff alleviated drainage issues along the public road network.  

 Approximately 18,000 sand bags were filled and deployed as necessary during the weather 

events in December  

 There were 17 residential dwellings evacuated 

 There were 48 residential dwellings damaged by flooding 

 There were 506 residential dwellings not flooded but inaccessible due to road flooding 

 The number of business premises affected by flooding was 24 

 The National Primary Road N22 at Glenflesk, sections of the N72 at Beaufort and the N71 at 

Muckross had to be closed during these events. Sections of the National Road network, 

critical for access, are being reassessed with TII. 

 Both access routes to Kenmare within the County again severely flooded and closed – 

Kenmare was essentially cut off from access within Kerry (alternative access from Cork route 

available but with significant additional journey distance).   

 Many local roads throughout the county were flooded at various times during the event.  

 Following these weather events the entire road network has suffered significant damage. 

Pothole and drainage issues existed over a number of months.  

 

 

Kildare County Council 

 

 The main areas of flooding were that of Athy in the south of the county and areas around 

Celbridge and Maynooth in the north of the county.   

 Civil Defence, Kildare Fire Service and staff from the local Municipal district offices worked to 

alleviate the flooding where possible and protect properties where necessary. 

 In comparison with more westerly counties, while Kildare did not experience the same level 

of severe weather incidents, nonetheless incidents in both North and South Kildare were 

challenging.  A summary of the response is set out below: 
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North Kildare 

 The worst day for flooding in north Kildare since August 2008, was on the 12th of December 

2015, with widespread road flooding, resulting in the closure of many local roads and some 

regional roads for 24-48 hours.   

 Four private residences and two businesses were also adversely affected and closed. 

 The Royal Canal in Maynooth overflowed and caused flooding in Maynooth Fire Station.  

Kildare Fire Service worked alongside Municipal District staff to address the flooding and 

Kildare Civil Defence assisted with the transportation of visitors and staff to and from the 

Maynooth Community Care Nursing Home beside the Fire Station.  

 Some roads deteriorated over the next six weeks due to localised flooding. 25 such locations 

were recorded during this time and the Council is currently progressively working to carry 

out necessary repairs and improve the drainage systems at these site-specific locations. 

 Pallets of sandbags were delivered to vulnerable locations along the river Liffey due to 

capacity issues at Poulaphouca resevoir.   

 

South Kildare  

 The Three Counties Junction at Maganey was severely flooded during December and all 

roads to that area were closed off by Carlow County Council, Laois County Council and 

Kildare County Council. 

 There were also some issues in relation to the Moneen River which is located beside the old 

County Council Offices in Rathstewart, Athy.  Civil Defence and the local Municipal District 

staff maintained a close watch on the levels here due the location of Clover Lodge Nursing 

Home.  The Nursing Home was unaffected by the flooding.  

 The River Barrow was in flood for most of December and January breeching its banks at a 

number of locations.  Civil Defence monitored the levels of the Barrow on a daily basis and 

communicated locally with the Municipal District staff.  Both Civil Defence and the Municipal 

District staff had stocks of sandbags ready for deployment. 

 All resources concentrated on flood prevention of vulnerable properties and the alleviation 

of road flooding. Stocks of sandbags were maintained and the Municipal District staff 

engaged with local landowners and arranged the delivery of sandbags to such properties. 

 Flood damage to local roads resulted in a number of necessary closures which necessitated 

road repairs and reconstruction.  A programme of such work continues in 2016.  

 

 

Kilkenny County Council 

 

 Crisis Management Team convened on 30th December 

 A total of 164 Local Authority, Fire Service, Army, Civil Defence and Contract personnel were 

made available 

 Dedicated flood phone lines were established 

 Media and Social Media liaison was established 

 There was regular updates and consultation with elected representatives 

 Distress calls received over 6 days 29 Dec to 3 Jan 
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o ERCC 112/999:   112 

o Dedicated flood line: 110 

o KCC Out of Hours: 71 

 10,000 sandbags were distributed 

 65 Red Cross emergency assistance to small business claims certified by Kilkenny Co. Co. 

 

 

Laois County Council 

 

The extent and severity of the flooding included fallen trees, road floods, house floods, collapsed 

culverts, collapsed road verges, in more mountainous areas there was a complete washout of road 

surfaces, and the River Barrow overflowed throughout County Laois. 

 

Graiguecullen/Portarlingtong Municipal District  

 Severe flooding reported in Loughlass (on the L3960) where a stream had overflowed and 

flooded into a nearby house.  The residents of the house tried pumping out the floodwater 

themselves but were not able to beat the rising water level.  An elderly resident in a house 

was evacuated.  The problem was insufficient capacity of a river culvert a short distance 

downstream, at Howes Lane.   Howes Lane itself also flooded and became impassable.  

Given the emergency situation, Laois County Council area staff demolished the existing 

undersized culvert and created an open channel across Howes Lane to allow the floodwaters 

pass downstream. 

 Significant flooding on the Leighlin Road (L3920) in Graiguecullen, Mullins Lane (L7919) in 

Graiguecullen and on the Crochaun Road (L7916) in Killeshin.  Flood and Diversion signage 

was installed at these locations by the Council Staff.  Traffic was diverted around the flooded 

sections of road.  Sandbags were also provided for individual properties.  

 Serious flooding on Spa Street in Portarlington adjacent to the River Barrow.  The river did 

not overtop the banks but the river water rose up through the surface water drains and out 

through the road gulleys on Spa Street.  Houses were threatened with flooding.  Council area 

staff provided sandbags and the Fire Service provided continuous pumping of floodwaters 

back into the river for several days. 

 In Inchacooley the River Barrow overflowed and floodwaters crossed a field towards several 

houses. Fire Service were called out and sandbags were provided by the Council for these 

houses, but one house eventually had to be evacuated. 

 In Stradbally, a house in the centre of the town was threatened with flooding from the 

Stradbally River.  Sandbags were provided by Council staff and flooding was averted.  There 

was also road flooding elsewhere in Stradbally at Charter Road (L7836) and Corrig Road 

(L7835) which was impassable.  No properties were affected at these locations.  There was 

also road flooding and gardens were flooded in Coolaghy and Coolbanagher. 

 

Portlaoise Municipal District  

 Ballinakill: A 2m culvert became restricted and the stone arch partially failed under the 

public road. Upstream of this location there is also a 600mm culvert running between two 
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buildings on private property. The extremely high volumes of rain that accumulated in the 

catchment along with a build up of storm debris and the restriction of the larger culvert 

caused severe flooding to properties in the vicinity. 

 Clonking: The existing pipe was partially collapsed and the overflow from the roadside 

drainage caused flooding in adjacent properties. 

 Cloncough: The road serving this area is regularly closed for a number of weeks during the 

winter periods. The severe flooding in 2015-2016 resulted in the road being closed for 2 

months. 

 Boleybawn: The high volumes of rainfall caused a retaining wall that ran between the open 

drain and the edge of the carriage way to be undermined, and subsequently the wall 

collapsed into the drain. 

 Bondra Lane, Blackhills, Tay Lane, Donoghue's Lane, Pallins Cross, Moat: There was 

insufficient or partially restricted/collapsed drainage at various locations that gave rise to 

flooding of properties and road closures. 

 

Borris In Ossory/Mountmellick Municipal District  

 Cullohill Mountain: High volumes of rain caused complete wash away of the road and side 

of mountain.    Road was dangerous and impassable and consequently had to be closed.    

Road surface slipped and had fallen down embankment and requires stabilisation.     This 

work is due to commence in the coming weeks.  

 Clonterry Mountmellick: River Barrow burst its banks which resulted in three houses being 

isolated for a number of days.    The only access was by tractor to these houses.    Residents 

in this area included young babies and elderly. 

 Davitt Road, Acragar, Mountmellick: Due to the heavy rainfall and an old combined surface 

water sewerage pipe network in the area, the surface water floods completely overwhelmed 

the network causing a back up of sewerage and surface water in a number of properties.  

 Clonmeen, Rathdowney: Collapse of box culvert under the road due to the pressure of 

surface water from the floods.    Road was closed for a period and a number of houses were 

under threat from flooding. 

 Whitehorse River, Mountrath: This river burst its banks and flooded two houses.    It also 

flooded local road and playground. 

 

Leitrim County Council 

 

 Leitrim County Council convened meetings of the Emergency Response Team which included 

the Gardaí, the HSE, and all sections of the local authority including roads, civil defence, fire 

service and water. In addition daily contact was maintained between Senior Officials of 

Leitrim County Council and the Garda Superintendent. 

 Problems encountered related initially to the ability of the road drainage to cater for 

excessive rainfall and later in relation to the rapid rise in river levels. 

 The water level in the River Shannon reached its peak in Carrick on Shannon on the 13th 

December and reached a level of 45.017m OD. In 2009, the highest level reached in Carrick 

on Shannon was 45.37. Similarly the level of Lough Allen reached a 2015 level of 50.6 in 
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comparison to 50.77 in 2009. 

 Leitrim County Council had a full complement of 63 men working every day from 5th to 23rd 

December providing flood defenses for properties including sand bags, pumps, and road 

diversions.  

 During the period 24th December to 11th January on average 10 men per day maintaining the 

flood defences and road diversions.  

 All staff were mobilized to deal with flood defences or clean up works until the end of 

February 2016.  

 Approximately 10,000 sand bags were provided to property owners.  

 Diversions or road closures were required in 45 different locations including, the N4, Leitrim 

Village, Kiltoghert, Carrick-on-Shannon, Lough Rynn, and Kinlough. 

 The Council operated an emergency phone number for the public during the weekends of 

December and over the course of the Christmas period. 29 updates to social media and to 

local media of the flooding situation in Leitrim were issued.  

 Civil Defence teams monitored the situation on a constant basis. Assistance was provided to 

property owners with flood defences, landowners with farm animals, and with individuals 

whose properties are inaccessible due to floods in case they need any assistance. 

 Leitrim Fire Service responded to 14 different weather related incidents, including helping 

with flooded properties and dealing with fallen trees. 

 

Limerick City and County Council 

 Based on the Met Éireann weather alert warning for Storm Desmond, information received 

from the ESB and tide patterns, Limerick City and County Council made advanced 

preparations to mitigate the impact of flooding should it occur and to be in a position to be 

able to respond promptly if required. 

 In advance of Storm Desmond Limerick City & County Council: 

 

o Planned for an on-site response to the situation; 

o Performed remediation work on vulnerable locations previously impacted during the 

2009 flooding; 

o Initiated the preparation, storage and precautionary positioning of sandbags; 

o Identified locations where sandbags were to be deployed; 

o Placed pumps in situ and put into operation at known vulnerable locations;  

o Undertook active surveillance by a range of staff during period leading up to highest 

tides; 

o Placed additional machinery and pumps available on standby; 

o Sourced additional high capacity pumps; 

 

 Issued a press release to inform the public of potential flooding 

 Even though Limerick City & County Council did not activate the Major Emergency Plan, it 

was decided to set up the Crisis Management Centre on Monday 7th December 2015 to 

monitor the flooding situation as a result of the increasing water levels on the River Shannon 
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and assist the on-site operational response. 

 The Crisis Management Team, as a tactical level management group assembled on a regular 

basis to manage, control and coordinate Limerick City & County Council’s overall response to 

the flooding. It consisted of senior personnel from all the relevant sections of Limerick City & 

County Council. The Crisis Management Team convened at total of fifteen times over the 

duration of the flooding 

 During the peak of the flooding up to 70 staff were involved in the response to the flooding. 

 An estimated 1,000 tonnes of sand was used during the flooding. Approximately  20,000 

small sandbags and 500 one ton sandbags were filled so as to erect flood defence barriers in 

vulnerable areas, which also included the Condell Road 

 At the peak of the flooding there were 20 high capacity pumps operating on a 24 hour basis 

 The impacted area in County Limerick stretched from Montpelier village downstream 

through Castleconnell, Mountshannon, and Plassey to the confluence with the Groody River. 

Based on experience from the 2009 floods, Limerick City & County Council engineers were 

able to predict the areas and the numbers of properties most likely to be directly impacted 

by rising floodwaters.  

 

Mayo County Council 

 The Local Authority response commenced with call-outs by Council Staff to deal with 

flooding to public road and flooding of private property.  All available Local Authority Staff 

were deployed to the affected areas.  Roads were closed, diversions set up with signage and 

lighting.  Debris was removed as floods abated roads re-opened where possible. 

 The Fire Services responded to incidents to rescue life from flood situations. 

 The Civil Defence was deployed with volunteers and two boats to assist with the relief effort. 

 Local Authority Staff continued to monitor road and public infrastructure in the affected 

areas over the course of the weekend and into the following weeks particularly in Cong and 

South Mayo where pumping and management of road flooding extended over a six week 

period. 

 It was not deemed necessary to activate the Major Emergency Plan. 

 The areas of the County that experienced severe flooding were  

o Crossmolina - Erris Street, Bridge Street, Main Street, Ballina Street, public carpark 

off the Boreen, Church Street, Chapel Street, Chapel Road, Mullenmore Street, and 

Abbeytown 

o Westport - adjacent to the Carrowbeg River in Westport town and along Westport 

Quay and coast road 

o Cong and South Mayo where access was cut off to areas for long durations 
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Meath County Council 

 Level Yellow and Level Orange weather warnings by Met Éireann were advised for the 

Meath area. 

 EFAS weather warnings did not include the River Boyne or River Blackwater as reaching high 

risk levels. 

 A number of isolated incidents of localised flooding occurred in the northern part of the 

county on 3rd and 5th December in Oldcastle, Kells, Nobber and Navan. 

 Following heavy rain on 12th December there was some further flooding incidents in Navan 

and the northern part of the county in addition to some fallen trees and high wind. 

 The Severe Weather Assessment Team was in daily contact during periods of weather 

warnings. Communications was also initiated with the other PRA’s to share information 

about potential areas at risk and any vulnerable populations. 

 Following prolonged heavy rain on 29th and 30th December a number of roads were flooded 

and threatening domestic dwellings in many areas. A number of premises suffered flood 

damage in the north of the county. 

 Local Authority staff was actively engaged in the supply of sandbags to affected areas, the 

Fire and Rescue Service were involved in pumping operations and the Civil Defence 

volunteers were deployed in Navan to assist. 

 

Monaghan County Council 

 Rainfall recorded for December at Ballyhaise Weather Station, the closest weather 

monitoring station to Monaghan, was 270.9mm, a 265% increase on the 3 Year Average. In 

addition, rainfall was recorded on every day of the month. 

 Outdoor staff of the three Municipal Districts were continuously mobilised during the flood 

events to respond to road and property emergencies as they arose, and collectively they 

responded to 95 call outs in December for flood related incidents.  

 Outdoor staff provided sandbags to vulnerable properties, closed roads where necessary 

and provided other support as necessary.  

 Monaghan County Council’s Fire Service and Civil Defence were also called upon to provide 

emergency support to the outdoor staff and to the ambulance service. The Fire Service 

responded to 19 call-out requests to assist Monaghan County Council outdoor staff. 

 The Crisis Management Team met regularly to review the situation and conference called 

the Municipal Districts and liaised with Roads Section who prepared reports to Media. 

 Monaghan County Council provided twice-daily updates on the flood situation to the local 

media during the storm events. 

 

Carrickmacross Castleblaney Municipal District 

 Storm Desmond caused the water levels of Lough Muckno to rise and flood some roads 

adjacent to it. 

 Storm Frank had a greater impact on the Carrickmacross Castleblayney Municipal District 

than Storm Desmond as the high levels of rainfall combined with already saturated 
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conditions to cause widespread flooding. 

 

Ballybay Clones Municipal District 

 Extensive flooding of the road network 

 The Municipal District staff were deployed during the storm to assist in the flooding and to 

erect sandbags where required.  

 Emergency works were required on 2 no local road bridges which suffered major damage as 

a result of the severe weather. 

 

Monaghan Municipal District 

 Storm Desmond had a major impact on the road infrastructure of the Monaghan Municipal 
District with the area around Macartan Road in Monaghan flooded causing disruption to the 
town centre. 

 Damage recorded to property at Ballyalbanny, Coolshanagh, Monmurray, Milltown, Sillis and 
Mullen Village 

 

Offaly County Council 

 The worst affected areas were located in the towns/villages/townlands of the Shannon 

catchment. In particular Shannonharbour, Shannonbridge, Banagher, Lusmagh, Bloomhill, 

Ballincur, Shinrone, Cloghan Ber, Mountbolus area, Killeigh & Ballycumber. Localised 

flooding occurred in the remainder of the County under the Barrow catchment 

(Portarlington) and the Boyne catchment. 

 15 roads closed due to floods and in excess of 40 roads damaged 

 9 residential dwellings flooded 

 43 residential dwellings evacuated 

 

Responses included: 

 Distributing 3,000 sandbags where required 

 Maintaining existing defences and pumping regimes 

 Maintaining and monitoring road closures. Updates with regard to road closures posted 

daily on www.offaly.ie 

 Continuously monitoring river levels and flooded areas and responding as appropriate 

 In excess of 40 Council staff redeployed 

 Maintaining the relief effort for residents left stranded by flooded roads 

 The supply and distribution of sandbags to all areas where they were required 

 Minor repairs to roads where scour damage have left them in hazardous condition 

 Clearance of culverts where debris has built up that might lead to further flooding 

 Army called in to assist some families isolated in their homes due to flooded roads 

 Media, Elected Members and Offaly Co. Co. website updated daily 

 Area Engineers managed staff, liaised with various agencies (OPW, Gardaí, Fire Service, Civil 

Defence, Army and adjoining Local Authorities etc) in relation to equipment, sandbags and 

works on the ground. 

http://www.offaly.ie/
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Monitoring& Lessons Learned: 

 Shannon peaked on the 14th December 160 mm below 2009 level; 5th/6th January Peaked at 

a few mm above the 2009 level. 

 The river Brosna peaked at 340mm plus over the previous highest level and this caused 

serious problems in Pollagh, The Cush and Derrnagun areas.  

 Presence on Social media is desirable 

 Roster should be put in place for response staff particularly when these events continue 

over a long period of time 

 

Roscommon County Council 

Athlone Operational Area 

 Athleague village flooded due to the River Suck overflowing. 

 14 properties flooded and a further 102 inaccessible. 

 Substantial flooding to the road network 
 

Ballaghaderreen Operational Area 

 Flooding experienced in Ballaghaderreen, Loughbally, Cloonshanville, Corrywest and Mantua 
though no flooding to property or property cut off. 

 

Boyle Operational Area 

 No flooding to property in the Boyle area though 48 houses were inaccessible for a period of 
time 

 Flooding to the road network necessitated a substantial number of detours. 
 

Castlerea Operational Area 

 11 properties inaccessible, 6 properties flooded plus a school 

 Substantial flooding to the road network 
 

Roscommon Operational Area 

 40 properties inaccessible, 3 properties flooded plus a church 

 Substantial flooding to the road network 
 

Strokestown Operational Area 

 17 properties inaccessible though none flooded 

 Extensive flooding to the road network 
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Sligo County Council 

 All engineering areas, Water Services and Emergency Services staff were on alert from 

Thursday 3rd based on Met Éireann weather warnings. 

 Roads Dept. called into action from Saturday morning 5th Dec.  The initial response was in 
dealing with issues around road flooding.  Flooding occurring at a number of predicable 
locations particularly in the Sligo & Environs area. The South, East and west of the county 
was also significantly affected with a number of key roads flooded for an extended period of 
time.  

 Sand bags were deployed across the county and most significantly in the Carraroe area close 

to sligo City and also to Rockwood Parade adjacent to Garavogue River in centre of sligo city.  

 In excess of 15,000 sandbags were filled and deployed to all areas including Carraroe, 

Ballyfree, Ballytivnan, and around the Strandhill peninsula, Tubbercurry, Ballymote and 

Enniscrone. 

 It was decided on the morning of 9th December to call in Army personnel.  Army personnel 

were called upon over three/four days to assist in filling sandbags and to deploy same to the 

worst affected areas in and around Sligo City. 

 

 

Tipperary County Council 

 

 Flooding in the River Shannon catchment mainly affected the farming community  

 Flooding in the Suir catchment had a severe effect on the towns of Clonmel and Carrick on 

Suir with other, smaller towns and villages affected. 

 In the Shannon catchment, some isolated farmhouses were flooded in addition to extensive 

damage to farmland and local roads.   

 In the Suir catchment, flooding occurred in Clonmel, Carrick-on-Suir, Cahir, Ardfinnan, and 

Kilsheelan as well as in smaller communities.   

 Widespread damage occurred to roads and other infrastructure (pumps etc.) as well as 

properties and farmland being flooded and damaged. 

 Local authority staff from the Roads, Water Services, Housing and Environment Sections in 

addition to the response of the Fire Service and Civil Defence assisted.  

 The deployment and use of the VES and Defence Forces were examined by the Severe 

Weather Review Committee and the recommendations made are in the process of being 

implemented. 

 

Waterford County Council 

 

 Weather stations in Waterford recorded levels of rainfall at 380mm averaged across the 

county in the month.  The west of the county fared worse with levels of rainfall averaging 

400mm over an area stretching from Tallow in the west to Kilmacthomas in the centre. The 

rainfall in December represented 23% of the entire rainfall recorded in Waterford in 2015 

 Records for the River Blackwater indicate that the river hit its highest ever recorded level in 

December 2015. 
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 There was a considerable amount of isolated flooding events as the water from the high 

ground reached the relatively flat ground near the coast. The R365 was closed in two places 

on numerous occasions as incoming tides pushed flood waters up over the banks and onto 

the road.  The damage to the road sub-base is still unknown but the existence of water at 

such a high level in the ground has caused severe damage. 

 It is estimated that several hundred kilometres of road have been partially or completely 

destroyed. Typical damage has been;- 

 

o Edge erosion caused by excessive flow in existing drains. 

o Soft Spots or “Boil Ups” caused by the eruption of springs under the road surface 

which liquefy the road. 

o Surface damage caused by flow or erosion by debris. 

o Complete destruction of the road pavement as water has stripped the surface and 

washed away the underlying stone. 

 Thirty-one properties were damaged by flooding. Like the road flooding, these properties 

were dispersed in small incidents across the county, which demonstrates the sporadic and 

destructive nature of flooding in the county. 

 

Westmeath County Council 

 The worst recorded flooding incident in the history of the Athlone District. 

 The River Shannon reached a maximum level of 39.72m02 on the 5th January, 2016, which 

was 5cm higher than the peak level reached in the winter of 2009.   

 Local Authority response was relatively successful in that the incidence of flooding of private 

houses was substantially less severe than experienced in 2009, with a total of 10 houses 

flooded compared to 120.   

 Over 100,000 sandbags were made and distributed as well as 1,200 of the larger one tonne 

sandbags, which were used to build the larger defences on Deerpark Road, The Strand and 

The Quay. 

 The pumping of floodwater was undertaken on an unprecedented scale, with 16 number 

15cm pumps and 4 number 20cm pumps, as well as numerous smaller pumps that were 

operational for more than eight weeks. 

 Regular press releases were issued to local and national media.  A particular effort was made 

to get out the message that Athlone was not flooded in its entirety and that only a small part 

of the town was affected. 

 

Wexford County Council 

 

 While there was some localised flooding in Wexford, Gorey and New Ross Districts including 

Bunclody, Clohamon, Edermine and Clonhastin villages which was dealt with locally. The 

main focus of Wexford County Councils flood response was in Enniscorthy town and District 

 There were 147 properties flooded in Enniscorthy town which includes 82 private dwellings 
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and 65 commercial properties/premises either flooded or inaccessible at the peak of the 

flood. The areas affected were; 

o Island Road, 

o Templeshannon,  

o Abbey Quay,  

o Shannon Quay,  

o Seamus Rafter Bridge,  

o Abbey Place,  

o N11 Wexford approach,  

o The Prom,  

o Mill Park Lane,  

o Salt House Lane,  

o Riverview Court,  

o Priory Court, and Gurteen 

  

 In total 2,094 linear metres (2.1km) of roadway where flooded around Enniscorthy town at 

the peak of the flood which included 943 linear metres of National primary roads, 97 linear 

metres regional roads and 1,054 linear metres of local roads plus car parking area at the 

Swimming Pool and Abbey Quay Shopping centre 

 Wexford County Council had 90 personnel and roads crews deployed during the course of 

the floods, including 50 crew in total from Enniscorthy, Wexford, Gorey and New Ross 

Districts, on rotation in shifts throughout the day and night. 

 4,750 sand bags were used during the storm event and an additional 700 sand bags were 

dropped in position on Saturday 2nd January 2016 when both N11 Abbey Quay and Shannon 

Quay were again flooded for 13 hours. 

 

Wicklow County Council 

 On 4th December 2015, following a red storm rainfall warning in the West of Ireland, 
contingency plans to open County Buildings on Saturday / Sunday 5th & 6th December were 
made. These plans did not need to be auctioned as the weather in Co Wicklow was benign. 

 Over the Christmas period staff covering Municipal district area and additional staff were 
brought into County Buildings to cover calls from members of the public during holiday 
times and weekend.  

 The Crisis Management Team met in County Buildings as required from 30th December, 
including over the weekend period of 2nd & 3rd January 2016. 

 Volunteers of 18.no were out most days with a further 30 volunteers available on standby. 
Assistance was provided in areas of Sandbagging, distributing sandbags & pumping of flood 
waters. 

 Significant coastal damage occurred at the Murrough, Wicklow Town which affected the 
Dublin – Wexford train service 
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Appendix B 
 
Government Departments and Agencies represented at the National Co-
ordination Group for Severe Weather  
 
Department of Taoiseach  

 Government Information Services 

 

Department of Defence 

 Office of Emergency Planning 

 Civil Defence 

 Defence Forces 

 

Department of Justice & Equality 

 Garda Siochana 

 

Department of Finance 

 

Department of Education & Skills 

 

Department of Housing, Planning, Community and Local Government 

 Irish Water  

 Met Eireann  

 City and County Management Association  

 Local Government Management Agency  

 

Department for Social Protection 

 

Department for Foreign Affairs & Trade 

 

Department for Public Expenditure and Reform 

 Office of the Government Chief Information Officer  
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Department of Regional Development, Rural Affairs, Arts & the Gaeltacht 

 National Parks & Wildlife Services 
 

Department of Health 

 H.S.E. 

 

Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine 

 

Department of Communications, Climate Action and Environment 

 Bord na Mona 

 ESB 

 Environmental Protection Agency  

 

Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport 

 Coast Guard 

 Bus Eireann 

 Iarnrod Eireann 

 Transport Infrastructure Ireland 

 

Department of Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation 

  Health & Safety Authority 

 
 
Revenue Commissioners 
 


